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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

SHARONELL FULTON, CECELIA 
PAUL, TONI LYNN SIMMS-BUSCH, 
and CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN 
SERVICES FOR THE CITY OF 
PHILADELPHIA, and 
PHILADELPHIA COMMISSION ON 
HUMAN RELATIONS, 

Defendants. 

Civil Action No. 18-cv-2075 

Assigned to the Honorable 
Judge Tucker 

DECLARATION OF JAMES AMATO 

1. My name is James Amato. I am over the age of 21 years old and capable

of making this declaration pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746. I have not been convicted of 

a felony or been convicted of a crime of dishonesty. I have personal knowledge of all 

the contents of this declaration. 

2. The City of Philadelphia is facing a crisis because of the acute shortage

of qualified families available to care for the thousands of vulnerable children who 

have been removed from abusive or neglectful homes and placed in foster care. The 

City relies on private foster agencies to help fill this shortage. In March of this year, 

the City sent out an “urgent” call that 300 additional families are needed for fostering. 

1
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3. Catholic Social Services exists to help fill this need. For over 100 years,

the Archdiocese of Philadelphia has worked to provide loving foster homes for needy 

children. This continues today through the work of Catholic Social Services (CSS), a 

non-profit religious corporation under the auspices of the Archdiocese. CSS has 

contracted with the City on an annual basis for over 50 years. On an average day, 

Catholic Social Services serves more than 120 children in foster care, and it 

supervises around 100 different foster homes.  

4. Through its contract with the City, CSS placed these children in loving

foster homes—many of whom have worked exclusively with CSS for decades. CSS 

also provides ongoing support to its foster families. In all this time, the City has never 

suspended referrals to Catholic Social Services as long as CSS had homes available, 

nor has it sought to either construe the contract to require CSS to do home studies 

for same-sex couples or to enforce such a construction against Catholic Social 

Services. A true and correct copy of this contract is included as Attachment A. 

5. There are 28 state-licensed agencies who partner with the City to

provide additional services to foster children. Of those agencies, eight obtained 

additional competitive contracts with the City to also serve as a Community Umbrella 

Agency (CUA), an entity that works to try to help at-risk children stay in their homes 

where such an option would be possible and safe for the child. If that option is not 

available, the CUA refers the child to be placed in foster care. Of the select agencies 

in the City who obtained additional competitive contracts to serve foster children and 

families, the City ranked CSS as the second highest of all agencies.  

2
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6. Foster care services involve placing children with foster families who 

have already undergone extensive interviews and home studies by social workers at 

the agency. The agency makes a determination whether a particular foster family 

would be an appropriate family to care for foster children. After these interviews, 

home studies, and evaluations, an agency may provide a written certification 

endorsing a specific foster family to care for foster children, including thorough 

analysis and a written endorsement of any relationships of the foster parents. No 

same-sex couple has ever requested CSS to provide such a written certification for 

foster care services.  

7. State law does not prohibit foster agencies from declining to perform a 

home study, nor from referring families to another licensed agency to perform a home 

study. And in fact, foster care agencies have referred families to other agencies 

regularly for a number of secular reasons including 1) geographic constraints, such 

as proximity of an agency to the child’s biological home or current school, 2) the 

expertise of an agency for particular medical needs, 3) the expertise of an agency to 

address particular behavioral issues, 4) agencies focused on finding foster placements 

for pregnant youth, and 5) the expertise of an agency focused on homes under the 

City’s “kin care” program. Some agencies also specialize in finding families who want 

to foster LGBT youth, including an agency located in suburbs near Philadelphia. 

Other agencies specialize in placing Native American children with families of Native 

American lineage.   

3
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8. Because of its religious mission, CSS would also refer a family to one of 

over two dozen nearby agencies if providing a written certification for that family 

would violate CSS’s religious beliefs. In fact, four such agencies are located within 

two miles of CSS’s downtown office. Catholic Social Services has provided foster 

services consistent with its religious beliefs, without complaint, as long as it has been 

operating. 

9. On March 15, in response to a newspaper article discussing Catholic 

Social Services’ religious beliefs, the City abruptly cut off foster care referrals to CSS, 

and has threatened to make it impossible for CSS to continue contracting with the 

City to provide these services as of June 30, 2018. Only two religious foster care 

agencies have been subject to contract suspensions by the City, even though a number 

of other religious groups operate foster care agencies. 

10. Also on March 15, the Philadelphia City Council passed a resolution 

alleging that some foster service providers prohibit the placement of children with 

LGBTQ people based on religious principles and calling for an investigation. A true 

and correct copy of this resolution is included as Attachment B. Catholic Social 

Services has provided foster services consistent with its religious beliefs, without 

complaint, as long as it has been operating. 

11. On March 16, the Commission on Human Relations (Commission) sent 

a letter to Catholic Social Services, to which CSS later responded. A true and correct 

copy of the Commission’s letter is included as Attachment C; a true and correct copy 

of Catholic Social Services’ response is included as Attachment D. On March 27, the 

4
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Operations Director at the City’s Department of Human Services (DHS), sent an 

email to other foster agencies in Philadelphia forbidding them from referring any 

additional foster intakes to Catholic Social Services. A true and correct copy of this 

email is included as Attachment E. 

12. On May 7, the Commission and the City’s Law Department responded 

to Catholic Social Services’ April 18th letter (Attachment D), defending the City’s 

actions and stating that CSS would face subpoenas and further adverse actions under 

the contract in 10 days. True and correct copies of these letters are included as 

Attachments F and G, respectively.  

13. If the City persists in these actions, the consequences will be severe. 

Currently, CSS has about 26 available spots for foster children in need of a home, and 

this number is projected to increase to about 35 spots by the end of June 2018. 

Additionally, about a dozen foster homes currently sit completely empty because CSS 

cannot receive any referrals, and therefore cannot place any children with these 

loving parents.  The number of foster parents, like Mrs. Paul, who are willing and 

anxious to care for foster children but are unable to do so at all because of the City’s 

actions, will increase to about 20 by the end of June. This number is expected to 

accelerate quickly if the City’s actions continue, as CSS on average would receive 

about 9 additional referrals from the City every month prior to the current referral 

freeze. 

14. If the City makes renewal of the contract impossible on June 30, then 

many current placements will be in jeopardy. Children who are already at a 

5
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vulnerable point in their lives stand to have those lives disrupted again, since their 

foster parents are certified and supported by CSS and cannot automatically receive 

foster placements and support from another agency.  

15. The City’s current actions are resulting in placements being made that 

are not in the best interest of children. A court has already had to order the City to 

place a child with the former foster mother of that child—a mother working with CSS. 

And right now, an urgent situation is ongoing where the City is refusing to place a 

special needs child, referred to as Doe Foster Child #1, with his former foster mother 

named Doe Foster Mother #1, even though no other permanent home for the child is 

currently available and the child is languishing in temporary respite homes. Included 

as Attachment H is a true and correct copy of the email a social worker at Catholic 

Social Services sent seeking to resolve this situation. My understanding is that under 

normal circumstances, Doe Foster Child #1 would have been placed with his former 

foster mother almost immediately after he was removed from the other home due to 

an emergency, and no court order or court determination would have been necessary 

since she was the only permanent home available. The CUA assigned to Doe Foster 

Child #1 has expressed the position that it would be in Doe Foster Child #1’s best 

interest to return to Doe Foster Mother #1’s care, as she is prepared to adopt Doe 

Foster Child #1. I am aware that the Child Advocate with the Philadelphia Defender 

Association assigned to Doe Foster Child #1’s case has also expressed her opinion that 

the child should be returned to Doe Foster Mother #1’s care. Yet DHS is still resisting 

6
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this outcome.  The reason DHS provided to Doe Foster Child #1’s social worker for 

denying the placement was the City’s current dispute with Catholic Social Services. 

16. I am aware of multiple additional children who have been referred 

elsewhere when CSS families should have been the preferred placement for those 

children as a result of the City’s freeze on referrals to CSS. 

17. If the City continues refusing to refer children to CSS, or if the City 

fulfills its threat to permanently end CSS’s foster care service to Philadelphia 

children on June 30th, CSS will probably have to close its foster program and 

immediately lay off the staff involved in this program. Relying on its contract with 

the City, CSS has hired 15 staff members dedicated exclusively to its foster services 

program and has budgeted and raised funds designed to supplement the City’s 

funding for foster care. Were CSS forced to close this program, CSS would also lose 

the network of foster families it has carefully cultivated over the years. Restarting 

this program later from scratch would be incredibly difficult, and likely impossible. 

 Even if a new contract were not signed by June 30th, however, CSS could continue 

operating under the current contract if referrals resume. It is commonplace for CSS 

to continue operating under an old contract in agreement with the City until a new 

contract could be drafted and signed.  True and accurate signature pages from prior 

contracts showing the date of ratification are included as Attachment I. 

18. Attachment J is a true and correct copy of an article entitled Chaput 

edict draws mixed reviews; Kenney calls it 'not Christian', visited on June 4, 2018, 

7
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and available at http://www.philly.com/philly/news/20160707 Chaput edict draws  

mixed reviews Kenney calls it not Christian .html. 

19. Attachment K is a true and correct copy of an article entitled Jim 

Kenney’s Long War with the Archdiocese, visited on June 4, 2018, and available at 

https://www.phillymag.com/citified/2015/07/09/jim-kenney-catholic-archdiocese-

charles-chaput/#Ipkpzv0aRJyCyIrL.99. 

20. Attachment L is a true and correct copy of an article entitled Project 

Discovery by Crossroads, last visited on June 4, 2018, and available at 

http://crossroadsprograms.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Project-Discovery-

Brochure.pdf. 

21. Attachment M is a true and correct copy of an article titled Crossroads 

Programs Inc: LGBTQ Focused Services, last visited on June 4, 2018, and available 

at https://www.mightycause.com/organization/Crossroads-Programs. 

22. Attachment N is a true and correct copy of an article titled Local 

Organization Seeks Foster Parents for LGBTQ Youth, list visited on June 4, 2018, and 

available at https://www.phillymag.com/g-philly/2014/05/28/local-organization-

seeks-foster-parents-lgbtq-youth/. 

23. Attachment O is a true and correct copy of an article titled N.J. Youth 

Agency Looks to Match LGBT Adults, Teens, last visited on June 4, 2018, and 

available at http://www.epgn.com/news/regional/7396-25314381-nj-youth-agency-

looks-to-match-lgbt-adults-teens. 
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24. Attachment P is a true and correct copy of a website titled Mother/Baby

Host Home, last visited on June 4, 2018, and available at https://www.pa-

mentor.com/who-we-serve/children-and-families/motherbaby-host-home/. 

25. Attachment Q is a true and correct copy of a website titled Therapeutic

Foster Care, last visited on June 4, 2018, and available at https://www.pa-

mentor.com/who-we-serve/children-and-families/therapeutic-foster-care/. 

26. Attachment R is a true and correct copy of a document titled

Pennsylvania Indian Child Welfare Handbook, last visited on June 4, 2018, and 

available at http://www.pacwrc.pitt.edu/ICWA/Indian%20Child%20Welfare% 

20Handbook.pdf. 

27. Attachment S is a true and correct copy of a website titled Welcome to

Rainbow Adoptions, last visited on June 4, 2018, and available at 

http://www.cotraic.org/adopt.html. 

28. Attachment T is a true and correct copy of a document titled Quarterly 

Indicators Report. 

29. Attachment U is a true and correct copy of an article titled Philly halts 

foster placements with 2 faith-based agencies shutting out LGBT couples, last visited on 

June 4, 2018, and available at https://whyy.org/articles/philly-halts-foster-placements-2-

faith-based-agencies-shutting-lgbt-couples/. 

30. Attachment V is a true and correct copy of testimony entitled Education

Interrupted: How We Are Failing Our Children in Residential Placements, last visited 

on June 4, 2018, and available at https://www.elc-pa.org/wp-

9
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content/uploads/2018/05/ELC-Testimony-Before-City-Council-Re-Residential-

Placements-May-17-2018.pdf. 

31. Attachment W is a true and correct copy of an article entitled Two foster

agencies in Philly won’t place kids with LGBTQ people, last visited on June 4, 2018, 

and available at http://www.philly.com/philly/news/foster-adoption-lgbtq-gay-same-

sex-philly-bethany-archdiocese-20180313.html. 

10
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City of Philadelphia 

 
City of Philadelphia 
 - 1 - 

Council of the City of Philadelphia 
Office of the Chief Clerk 

Room 402, City Hall 
Philadelphia 

 
(Resolution No. 180252) 

 
RESOLUTION 

 
Authorizing the Committee on Public Health and Human Services to investigate 
Department of Human Services’ policies on contracting with social services agencies that 
either discriminate against prospective LGBTQ foster parents or allow non-LGBTQ 
foster parents to discriminate. 
 
 
WHEREAS, Currently, approximately 700 children in Philadelphia are residing in group 
home placements, and according to the Philadelphia School Notebook more than 8,000 
children were in foster care at some point during 2016; and 
 
WHEREAS, In March 2018 the Department of Human Services announced its first major 
recruitment of foster parents in more than a decade—putting out an urgent call for 300 
parents which included specific appeals to the LGBTQ community—to help move 
children from group homes into family settings; and 
 
WHEREAS, The Department of Human Services currently has contracts with several 
social service providers for foster care placement and adoption services which were 
collectively reimbursed by the City for $3 million in 2017; and 
 
WHEREAS, According to Section 14.1 of the City of Philadelphia Professional Services 
Contract, providers “shall not discriminate or permit discrimination against any 
individual because of race, color, religion, ancestry or national original, sex, gender 
identity, sexual orientation, age or disability”; and 
 
WHEREAS, At least two of these providers have policies that prohibit the placement of 
children with LGBTQ people based on religious principles, although the City of 
Philadelphia has laws in place to protect its people from discrimination that occurs under 
the guise of religious freedom; and 
 
WHEREAS, The Fair Practices Ordinance is the City’s local anti-discrimination law, 
enacted in 1963 to prohibit discrimination in Philadelphia in employment, housing, and 

Appx.0838
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City of Philadelphia 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 180252 continued 

 

 
City of Philadelphia 
 - 2 - 

places of public accommodation in addition to covering over 16 protected categories such 
as race, religion, national origin, age, sex, disability, sexual orientation, and gender 
identity; and 
 
WHEREAS, Any agency which violates City contract rules in addition to the Fair 
Practices Ordinance should have their contract with the City terminated with all 
deliberate speed; and 
 
WHEREAS, The Department should also conduct a thorough review of its contracts with 
all of its 26 foster care agencies to ensure that providers are adhering to anti-
discrimination policies as they pertain to the City’s protected classes, now, therefore, be it 
 
RESOLVED, BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, That it hereby 
authorizes the Committee on Public Health and Human Services to investigate 
Department of Human Services’ policies on contracting with social services agencies that 
either discriminate against prospective LGBTQ foster parents and allow non-LGBTQ 
foster parents to discriminate against children. 
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City of Philadelphia 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 180252 continued 

 

 
City of Philadelphia 
 - 3 - 
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City of Philadelphia 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 180252 continued 

 

 
City of Philadelphia 
 - 4 - 

CERTIFICATION:  This is a true and correct copy of the original Resolution, 
Adopted by the Council of the City of Philadelphia on the fifteenth of March, 
2018.      
 
 
 Darrell L. Clarke 
 PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL 
  

Michael A. Decker  
CHIEF CLERK OF THE COUNCIL  
  
 
 
 
Introduced by: Councilmembers Bass, Green, Gym and Parker 

Sponsored by: Councilmembers Bass, Green, Gym, Parker, Reynolds Brown, 
Jones, Blackwell, Greenlee, Squilla, Oh and Johnson 
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April 18, 2018 
Page 2 of 8 

 

 
 

The Shortage of Families  

As I’m sure you know, the City is facing an acute need for more foster families to 
provide homes for at-risk children. Just last month, the City sent out an “urgent” 
call that 300 additional families are needed for fostering,3 and other organizations 
have recognized that the City faces a “crisis” because of “the lack of qualified foster 
parents and other placement options for the increasing number of children in care.”4  
Approximately 13,000–15,000 PA children are currently in foster care and part of 
Pennsylvania’s child welfare system,5 and over 5,000 of those children are in 
Philadelphia’s foster care system alone.  

That is why the City relies on private agencies to help fill this shortage. In 
Philadelphia, there are 28 agencies who partner with the city to provide foster 
services.6 Of those agencies, eight obtained additional competitive contracts with 
the City to also serve as a Community Umbrella Agency (CUA), an entity that 
works to try to help at-risk children stay in their homes where such an option would 
be possible and safe for the child. If that option is not available, the CUA refers the 
child to be placed in foster care. Agencies place children with foster families who 
have already undergone extensive interviews and home studies by social workers.  
The social workers make a recommendation that a particular foster family would be 
an appropriate family to care for foster children.7 The culmination of these 
interviews, home studies, and recommendations includes agency certification that a 
                                                           
3 Julia Terruso, Philly puts out ‘urgent’ call – 300 families needed for fostering, Philadelphia Inquirer, 
March 18, 2018, http://www.philly.com/philly/news/foster-parents-dhs-philly-child-welfare-adoptions-
20180308.html.  
4 David R. Fair, Partners for Philadelphia Families Testimony to Philadelphia City Council, Turning 
Points for Children, (June 15, 2016), www.turningpointsforchildren.org/news/228-partners-for-
philadelphia-families-testimony  
5 Pennsylvania State Resource Family Association, Being A Foster Parent: The Facts, 
https://www.psrfa.org/being-a-foster-parent/the-facts/ (last accessed April 4, 2018); in 2017, there 
were over 25,000 youth statewide who were at some point in Pennsylvania’s out of home placement 
program. Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children, 2018 State of Child Welfare, 
http://www.papartnerships.org/socw2018 (last accessed April 4, 2018); Pennsylvania Partnerships for 
Children, 2018 State of Child Welfare Data Sheets, http://www.papartnerships.org/reports/ 
2018_socw/source_files/Pennsylvania%202018%20SOCW.pdf  (last accessed April 4, 2018).  
6 City of Philadelphia, Department of Human Services, Foster Care Licensing Agencies (contracted by 

Philadelphia DHS), https://beta.phila.gov/media/20180402133414/DHS Philadelphia Foster Care  
Agencies_32818.pdf (last accessed April 4, 2018). 
7 Pa. Code § 3700.64, https://www.pacode.com/secure/data/055/chapter3700/s3700.64.html.  
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foster family is approved to care for foster children.8 The City provides per diem 
payments only after an agency has accepted the referral of a child and is 
supervising that placement with an approved foster family.  

A foster agency provides ongoing training and support and works with the assigned 
CUA case manager to coordinate services to the foster family, birth family and child 
in order to achieve a positive outcome. Foster parents are needed not only to care for 
children, but to provide mentoring to the birth family and support the relationship 
between the child and the birth family. This collaborative approach assesses the 
continued appropriateness of temporary placement and explores options for 
permanency through return to the birth family, placement with kin, or adoption. 

A Dedication to Children  

Catholic Social Services shares the City’s goal of working to fill the shortage of safe 
homes for these vulnerable kids. Today, permanency is Catholic Social Services’ 
number one priority, aimed at preventing children from languishing too long in 
uncertainty. Catholic Social Services, foster care  department   prioritizes 
permanency, and the statistics demonstrate its success—about 50  children per year 
either return to their families or move to adoption with their foster families.9 
Catholic Social Services’ Youth Division, including St. Gabriel’s System and St. 
Francis & St Vincent Homes, serves 1,544 youth in placement, and approximately 
1,400 families per year across all of its child welfare and juvenile justice programs. 
As one of those programs, Catholic Social Services Foster Care currently cares for  
127 children daily whom it has currently placed in foster arrangements through 
referrals from the City.  

Catholic Social Services also provides important ancillary services to children and 
families. For example, Catholic Social Services, St. Gabriel’s System, is certified as 
a Sanctuary Model of Trauma-Informed Care provider—a best practice standard 
now hailed nationwide. Catholic Social Services also provides educational 
programming via state-licensed schools at St.Gabriel’s Hall, DeLaSalle Vocational 

                                                           
8 Pa. Code §§ 3700.61, 3700.69, https://www.pacode.com/secure/data/055/chapter3700/s3700.69.html.  
9 City of Philadelphia, Department of Human Services, Resource Parent Handbook: A Guide for 

Foster and Kinship Caregivers, 11 (Sept. 26, 2017), https://beta.phila.gov/media/20170926145732/ 
DHS-Resource-Handbook-FINAL-VERSION-small.pdf (discussing the importance of permanency for 
children).  
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School and St. Francis Homes. Last year, through Catholic Social Services 
programs, 132 graduates received high school diplomas.  

Catholic Social Services’ Religious Mission and Practices  

Catholic Social Services exists to transform lives and bring about a just and 
compassionate society where every individual is valued, families are healthy and 
strong, and communities are united in their commitment to the good of all. Catholic 
Social Services works towards a world touched by God’s mercy: where poverty and 
need are alleviated and all people share justly in the blessings of creation. Catholic 
Social Services is dedicated to serving others in a spirit of humility and genuine 
concern for the well-being of its neighbors and affirms the God-given dignity and 
worth of every person. 

The religious mission of Catholic Social Services is rooted historically in its foster 
work. In 1916, the Catholic Children’s Bureau was established and staffed by 
Missionary Sisters of the Blessed Trinity, early Catholic pioneers in social work. 
Their work continues today through the dedicated efforts of the foster care program. 
This ongoing religious mission motivates the staff of Catholic Social Services to 
provide exemplary services to children and families in Philadelphia.  

Catholic Social Services serves and places children regardless of their race, color, 
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, national origin, ancestry, age, 
disability, source of income, familial status, genetic information, or sexual violence 
victim status. Catholic Social Services would never stop a family who wants to 
foster from having the opportunity to complete the application and home study 
process, either through Catholic Social Services or another agency. If Catholic Social 
Services is unable to perform in-depth home assessments and make 
recommendations to the state for any reason, including consistency with its 
religious mission, then Catholic Social Services will refer the potential foster parent 
to one of 28 nearby agencies who can better serve their needs. Four agencies are 
located within just two miles of Catholic Social Services’ downtown office.  

No same-sex couples have been denied the ability to become foster parents because 
of Catholic Social Services, and no same-sex couples have filed complaints against 
Catholic Social Services regarding its provision of services.  
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The City’s Unlawful Suspension of Catholic Social Services’ Contract  

As the Commission is aware, on March 15, 2018, the City announced that it was 
suspending referral of future foster care intakes to Catholic Social Services. 
Philadelphia Councilwoman Cindy Bass introduced a resolution March 15 
authorizing “the Committee on Public Health and Human Services to investigate 
Department of Human Services’ policies on contracting with social services agencies 
that either discriminate against prospective LGBTQ foster parents or allow non-
LGBTQ foster parents to discriminate.” On March 27, 2018, Staci Boyd, the 
Operations Director at the Department of Human Services, sent an email to other 
foster agencies in Philadelphia forbidding them from referring any additional foster 
intakes to Catholic Social Services.  

The City’s suspension of Catholic Social Services’ contract is unjustified and 
unlawful for at least four reasons. 

First, Catholic Social Services’ foster services do not constitute a “public 
accommodation” under the City’s Fair Practices Ordinance, and therefore it is not 
bound by that ordinance, nor subject to penalties or investigations pursuant to that 
ordinance, nor can it have violated the contract provision relating to that ordinance. 
Catholic Social Services does not offer, sell, or make available its services to the 
public that entail supervision of a child placed with an approved foster family. 
Phila., Pa., Admin. Code § 9-1102(1)(w). These services are only available to at-risk 
children who have been removed by the state and are in need of a loving home, and 
Catholic Social Services serves any child who is referred to them. The City only pays 
Catholic Social Services a per diem for these supervisory services, and the City is 
not contracted to compensate Catholic Social Services for anything else related to 
the provision of foster care.  

Furthermore, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court has declined to treat a Catholic 
religious entity as a public accommodation because of its private, religious 
character. See Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Philadelphia v. Com., Pennsylvania 

Human Relations Comm’n, 119 Pa. Cmwlth. 445 (1988).  

Second, even if Catholic Social Services’ foster services did constitute a public 
accommodation, no “unlawful public accommodation practice” has occurred. No 
individual or couple has alleged that Catholic Social Services has “den[ied] or 
interfere[d] with the public accommodations opportunities of an individual.” Nor 
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could they, because no allegation has been made that Catholic Social Services 
prevented anyone from receiving relevant city services, nor has Catholic Social 
Services prevented any child from being placed in a family. Courts have denied 
similar meritless public accommodation claims when there was not a clear 
allegation that an individual was actually denied services. See, e.g., Abdul-Latif v. 

Cty. of Lancaster, 990 F. Supp. 2d 517, 533 (E.D. Pa. 2014) (dismissing public 
accommodation claim because plaintiff had not tried to access the services).   

Third, the City’s contract with Catholic Social Services states under the relevant 
nondiscrimination Paragraph 15.1 that the City may “suspend or terminate” its 
contract with Catholic Social Services only “[i]n the event of any breach of this 
Section 15.1.” The City has not set forth any clear basis for breach of contract prior 
to engaging in suspending additional referrals. Nor has it provided the notice 
required under the contract prior to exercising its remedies. See Section 12.2. As 
such, the City is in breach of its contract with Catholic Social Services by failing to 
perform and for preventing Catholic Social Services from continuing to perform 
without any justification.   

Many state and federal courts have held that a government entity breached its 
contract with a private party and was subject to damages or injunctive relief when 
it terminated its agreement or prevented performance of a contract without being 
clearly “justified under state law.”10 Here, if the City continues to suspend referrals 
and impede Catholic Social Services’ ability to perform under its contract without 
clear justification, the City will likewise be subject to claims for injunctive relief or 
monetary damages.  

This breach has real-world consequences. After the City informed Catholic Social 
Services that it would not receive any new referrals, Catholic Social Services 
received a request regarding a child who had just been taken into foster care. The 
agency wished to place that child with his siblings, who had been placed with a 
family through Catholic Social Services. Responding to an urgent need, Catholic 
Social Services placed the child with his siblings that afternoon, and informed DHS 

                                                           
10  N. Penna. Legal Servs., Inc. v. Lackawanna Cty., 513 F. Supp. 678 (M.D. Pa. 1981); see also, e.g.,  
Com., Dep't of Transp. v. Brozzetti, 684 A.2d 658, 665 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1996) (government breached 
contract when it failed to justify its termination for convenience).  
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of the placement. That placement was made in accordance with best practices and 
law, which favor family placement of siblings wherever possible.11 After that 
placement was made, DHS sent a message to its referral partners regarding 
Catholic Social Services and Bethany Christian Services, stating that “NO referrals 
are sent to these two providers effective immediately,” and demanding that all its 
partners affirm this directive in writing.  

If a similar situation happens in the future, it appears that DHS is willing to violate 
its own best practices guidelines and ignore the best interests of children. Surely 
the City does not actually believe it would be better if Catholic Social Services had 
not been willing and able to place the child with his siblings.  

Fourth, the City has been engaging in blatant unconstitutional targeting of 
organizations based on their religious beliefs. Despite receiving no complaints from 
families about the practices of Catholic Social Services, the City suspended 
continued foster referrals. The City cannot simply lump all religious organizations 
into a category of groups with beliefs the City does not agree with and punitively 
banish them from public service as a result. Nor can it lawfully punish Catholic 
Social Services for operating according to its religious beliefs—particularly in a way 
that has worked well, without complaint, for decades. 

Moving Forward   

Because the City has not articulated any clear breach of contract justifying a 
suspension of foster referrals, and because I trust the City does not wish to continue 
violating Catholic Social Services’ rights under federal, state, and City law, I am 
confident that the City will quickly resume normal services and operations with 
Catholic Social Services to avoid mounting claims for injunctive relief and monetary 
damages.  

In the alternative, I assume that the City will immediately provide a clear legal 
basis for its allegations that Catholic Social Services is in breach of its contract. 
Such allegations would, of course, need to explain what the City would require of 

                                                           
11 City of Philadelphia, Department of Human Services, Resource Parent Handbook: A Guide for 

Foster and Kinship Caregivers, 7 (Sept. 26, 2017) (“[I]t is DHS policy to keep siblings—brothers and 
sisters—together whenever possible in the same home unless there is a very strong reason for their 
separation.”). 
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Catholic Social Services to come into compliance. For example, is the City requiring 
Catholic Social Services to promise that it will engage in detailed home assessments 
and make written endorsements and recommendations to the City that run 
contrary to Catholic Social Services’ religious beliefs regarding marriage? We would 
need to understand exactly what tasks the City is demanding that Catholic Social 
Services do, and exactly what outcomes are expected, before we could evaluate the 
City’s position. 

I look forward to your response and a prompt resolution of this matter so that we 
can all continue our work of serving the City’s most vulnerable children. These 
children need and deserve help, and Catholic Social Services remains eager to 
provide it. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Mark Rienzi 
President 
The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty 
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From: Tabitha Seehousen  
Sent:  
To: Jernard Whitman <jwhitman@CHS-ADPHILA.ORG> 
Cc: Robert Montoro <RMONTORO@CHS-ADPHILA.ORG> 
Subject: 
Importance: High 

Dear Mr. Whitman, 

I am writing regarding , a former CSS foster child undergoing a difficult situation right 
now. We believe that referring  to CSS so that he can be reunited with his former foster mother, 
who is ready and willing to adopt him, would be in  best interest. 

This is my understanding of the situation.  was placed in the home of our foster parent  
,  on , 2016. At the time of placement our agency was unaware of the needs  had. 

 had a few concerns. He was not talking, he would scream when she bathe him and he had 
other hygiene issues.  She made outreach to  to have him evaluated. He was diagnosed 
with autism and was enrolled in an autism school and seeing a therapist weekly.  and 
have formed a strong bond. He has come a very long way since being placed in her home.  
wasn’t sure if she would be a pre-adoptive home for him considering all of his needs. 

On  2018 he was placed in another foster home through another agency.  was upset 
about the move but knew  needed a pre-adoptive home and she was not sure she was able to 
adopt at that time. 

On  2018 at 9:00pm this worker receive a call on her personal cell from  stating that the 
CUA wanted to place  in respite with her due to the other agency’s foster home being 
investigated. This worker contacted her supervisor and her supervisor contacted her supervisor to 
obtain permission. While in the process of obtaining permission,  called this worker back and 
stated that the CUA worker reached out to DHS to get permission to placed  in  home. 
DHS told the CUA worker “no” since DHS is refusing to send referrals to CSS.  The other agency did find 
another respite home for   was heartbroken. 

On  2018, this worker received a phone call from  stating that the CUA worker called 
her to let her know how  was doing. He is not eating in the new respite home and appears to be 
shutting down. The situation appears to be a poor fit that is not meeting  needs.  
reported to this worker that she talked with her children this past weekend and asked them their 
feelings about her adopting  Her adult son, encouraged her to adopt him and said he 
would be the guardian if anything should happen to . He believes that  was placed in 
their home for a reason, that their family is supposed to be his “forever” family and provide him with 
the loving, caring and stable home that he needs. With the support of her children,  now feels 
prepared to adopt and very much wants to adopt  She will do whatever it takes for him to be 
placed back into her home. 

Please let us know whether you will be able to send CSS the referral for  so that he can be 
reunited with  and his former foster family.  
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Thank you, 
 

 
Tabitha A. Seehousen, BS 
Foster Care Case Manager 
Catholic Social Services 
4400 N. Reese Street 
Philadelphia, Pa 19140 
TSeehousen@chs-adphila.org 
Phone: 267-331-2457 
Fax: 215-457-5418 
 
 
DISCLAIMER: This electronic email message, and any attachments transmitted with it, contain 
confidential information, intended only for the named addressee(s). If you are not the intended 
recipient or the person responsible for delivering e-mail to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any use, distribution, copying or disclosure of this communication is strictly prohibited. If 
you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail, and delete 
all copies of this communication from your computer and network. Thank you.  
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Chaput edict draws mixed reviews; Kenney 

calls it 'not Christian' 
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AP 

Photo/Riccardo De Luca, File

In this June 25, 2015, file photo, Archbishop Charles Chaput attends a news 

conference at the Vatican.

Mayor Kenney on Wednesday denounced as "not Christian" Archbishop Charles J. Cha-

put's insistence that Catholics living in relationships the church considers sinful may not 

receive Holy Communion or hold positions of responsibility in parishes.

Related links

•
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From 2016: Abuse victim: Chaput 

canceled face-to-face after media 

attention
•

Polaneczky: Who's more Christian - 

Kenney or Chaput?
•

Flowers: Chaput controversy is a sham
•

Commentary: Chaput edict is a sound 

lesson
•

Letters: Archbishop Charles Chaput's 

arrogant contradiction of Pope Francis
•

Chaput: No Communion for sexually 

active gay, unwed or divorced couples
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Kenney's was among the sharper reactions Chaput's decree drew from around the 

region. Some were swift to denounce the archbishop as an "old white man" whose 

church was out of touch.

Others, though, hailed the archbishop for upholding traditional church teaching or 

deferred with a shrug to his authority.

The mayor, who was raised Catholic, has often been sharply critical of Chaput's con-

servative stances on matters of faith.

On Friday, Chaput posted on the archdiocesan website six pages of guidelines for clergy 

and other local church leaders on how to implement Amoris Laetitia, a major document 

on the family Pope Francis issued in April.

Some theologians have said Amoris calls on church leaders to be more welcoming of 

Catholics who are estranged from parish life because the church disapproves of their 

sexual relationships.

Chaput was emphatic that this does not mean Francis has reformulated the church's tra-

ditional ban on Communion for those Catholics who live in what the church views as sin 

- such as divorced Catholics who remarry outside the church, sexually active gays, and 

cohabiting unmarried couples.

In Amoris, Francis "states clearly that neither Church teaching nor the canonical disci-

pline concerning marriage has changed," Chaput remarked in his guidelines.

Holy Communion is a central element of the Catholic faith, which holds that the prayers 

a priest utters over bread and wine during Mass transform them physically into the body 

and blood of Jesus.

Barring a person from receiving Communion does not mean that he or she is excommu-

nicated. But many of those barred have complained of feeling shunned, embarrassed, or 

marginalized.

Many laypeople and clergy had hoped Francis might ease the church's position regarding 

Communion in Amoris Laetitia, but despite his call for clergy to listen compassionately to 

the pain of those who feel excluded, he did not make any explicit changes to the teach-

ing.
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Chaput's guidelines may be the first of their kind issued by the bishop of any American 

diocese in response to Amoris Laetitia, Latin for "the joy of love."

Chaput's position did not upset Lydia Carbone, a member of St. Patrick's parish in Center 

City.

"It's not for me to judge the church's teachings," she said.

Unmarried after a divorce more than 16 years ago, she has led programs at her parish 

designed to help the newly divorced understand the church's stance that they may not 

remarry in the faith unless their first marriage is declared invalid by a diocesan tribunal.

But she was pleased, she said, that Pope Francis "seems to be opening dialogue in the 

gray areas" around divorce and remarriage. "I'm hoping the church will be more open 

and welcoming."

Others were fuming.

An article on the guidelines in Wednesday's Inquirer generated more than 1,000 com-

ments, most of them harshly critical of Chaput.

Across the street from the Cathedral of SS Peter and Paul, an 18-year-old Catholic ques-

tioned the wisdom of the guidelines Wednesday afternoon.

"It's isolating people," said Mia Trotz, a college student in Philadelphia selling water ice 

at Sister Cities Park.

But Carl Miller, 58 and gay, said he admired Chaput for his stance. "I believe the Catholic 

Church's teachings are ultimate truth," said Miller.

"I struggle with living it perfectly," said Miller, who attends Mass weekly and receives 

Communion, "but I think the archbishop is right in restating what the Catholic teaching 

is." He declined to name his hometown or parish.

A large part of the debate involves just what Francis meant to say about the inclusion in 

parish life of unmarried but cohabiting Catholics, those in same-sex relationships, and 

the estimated 4.5 million who are divorced and remarried without an annulment.

"It's being read in different ways by different individuals and different bishops," said 

John Grabowski, associate professor of moral theology at Catholic University of America.
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Grabowski, an authority on Amoris Laetitia, noted that in one place Francis writes that 

priests have the duty to accompany those who divorce and remarry outside the church 

"in helping them to understand their situation according to the teaching of the Church 

and the guidelines of the bishop."

But Grabowski noted that Francis also wrote in Amoris that "I would also point out that 

the Eucharist 'is not a prize for the perfect, but a powerful medicine and nourishment for 

the weak.' "

And for those struggling to reconcile what appear to be Francis' positions, Grabowski 

pointed to yet more lines from the pope:

"I understand those who prefer a more rigorous pastoral care which leaves no room for 

confusion," wrote Francis. "But I sincerely believe that Jesus wants a Church attentive to 

the goodness which the Holy Spirit sows in the midst of human weakness, a Mother who, 

while clearly expressing her objective teaching, always does what good she can, even if 

in the process, her shoes get soiled by the mud of the street."

"I don't want to say this is murky," said Grabowski, "but it's not crystal clear. So what 

happens is that people find support for differing positions. So it's going to be up to dif-

ferent bishops to decide how this document should be implemented in their dioceses."

doreilly@phillynews.com

856-779-3841

Staff writer Robert Moran contributed to this article.

More Coverage

•

Chaput: No Communion for sexually active gay, unwed or divorced 

couples

Jul 6 - 11:59 PM 

Published: July 6, 2016 — 6:57 PM EDT | Updated: July 6, 2016 — 11:04 PM EDT

The Philadelphia Inquirer 
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Local Organization Seeks Foster Parents for LGBTQ Youth – Philadelphia Magazine

https://www.phillymag.com/g-philly/2014/05/28/local-organization-seeks-foster-parents-lgbtq-youth/[6/4/2018 8:33:15 PM]

MAGAZINE • NEWSLETTERS

Local Organization Seeks
Foster Parents for LGBTQ
Youth
by BRYAN BUTTLER ·  5/28/2014, 9:00 a.m.

    

The number of LGBTQ youth who are homeless or seeking shelter

is staggering: according to recent studies by UCLA, nearly 40% of

homeless youth identify as LGBTQ. A local South Jersey
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organization is trying to address the specific needs of foster homes

for gay youth, and is seeking a few good people to help in their

efforts.

Next month, Crossroads Programs will be hosting an information
session in Collingswood, New Jersey (a simple PATCO ride over

the Ben Franklin Bridge) at the Collingswood Community Center

for those interested in learning information about how to provide

support and homes for LGBTQ youth.

“When Crossroads Programs looked for a place to host an

information session for potential foster parents for LGBT youth,

they first thought of Collingswood,” said Lydia Cipriani, Director

of Development and Communications for Crossroads, who called

Collingswood “a progressive town with a significant gay

community.”

The organization wants to emphasize the distinct needs of LGBTQ

youth, especially in a foster care situation. Program Director Kerri

Durkin reinforced this point: “Lesbian, Gay, Transgender,

Bisexual and Questioning teens are a particularly vulnerable group

and they need adult support while going through a difficult period

in their lives. Problems tend to loom large when you’re a

susceptible teen. It’s important to have emotionally supportive

adults in your life to let you know that you’re cared for and

supported.”

The Collingswood Community Center information session takes
place on Thursday, June 26 from 6-8PM; it’s located at 30 West

Collings Avenue. For more information, visit Crossroads

Program’s website, or contact 800-601-4900.

Read More About:
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Pennsylvania Indian Child Welfare Handbook 
 
 
 

The Pennsylvania Child Welfare Training Program is a collaborative effort of the 
Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare, University of Pittsburgh, School of Social 

Work, and the Pennsylvania Children and Youth Administrators established to train 
direct service workers, supervisors, and administrators in providing social services to 
abused and neglected children and their families. The Training Program is centrally 

managed and regionally administered by the University. 
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further information or permissions. 
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Section I 
Introduction 

 
About the Handbook 
This handbook has been developed as a way of disseminating information regarding the 
Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) and what it requires of county children and youth 
agencies and private providers throughout the Commonwealth. It is intended to be used 
as a quick-reference guide for staff in working with American Indian children and 
families, and is not a substitute for comprehensive training. Indian Child Welfare is part 
of Child Welfare and each State has the responsibility to implement best practice within 
the requirements of law. 
 
The handbook provides historical context for the passage of ICWA, details the major 
requirements of the Act, includes cultural considerations for agency staff when 
practicing Indian Child Welfare work, hearing checklists and Tribal contact information.  
 
What is the Indian Child Welfare Act? 
The Indian Child Welfare Act, which went into effect in 1978, establishes minimum 
standards for the handling of child custody cases involving Indian children. Child 
custody cases for the purposes of ICWA are: 
 

 Foster care placement; 
 Termination of parental rights; 
 Pre adoptive placemen or; 
 Adoptive placement. 

 
ICWA recognizes the government-to-government relationship that exists between the 
United States and tribes. ICWA does not govern the actions or practices of tribes. 
Instead, it honors the authority of tribes to intervene in child welfare matters and 
provides that Tribal Courts have authority to adjudicate child custody cases involving 
children of the tribe. Most tribes in the United States now have their own child welfare 
services. 
 
Why is it important in Pennsylvania? 
At one time numerous tribes resided in what we now call Pennsylvania. The 
Susquehanock, the Erie, the Delaware, the Honniasont and the Shawnee are a few of 
the tribes that lived within the Commonwealth’s borders. Although currently, there are 
no federally recognized tribes residing in Pennsylvania, many Indians are residents of 
Pennsylvania. Approximately 50,000 Indian people (American Indian alone or in 
combination with another race) reside in Pennsylvaniai. According to the 2000 U.S. 
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Census, just over 15,000 children under the age 18 are Indian or are Indian in 
combination with another raceii. Some families have been in the area for many 
generations; other families are from elsewhere in the country. Many are enrolled or 
eligible for enrollment in tribes. ICWA applies whenever a child who is enrolled or 
eligible for enrollment in a tribe is involved in a child custody proceeding. 
 
Federal Recognition 
Federally recognized tribes have dependent sovereign nation status. This means that 
they have the authority to govern themselves. Some tribes choose leaders using 
traditional ways and other tribes have adopted a constitutional way of electing leaders.iii 
In addition, federally recognized tribes are eligible for federal benefits including health 
care and housing. There are over 550 federally recognized tribes and Native Alaskan 
villages in the United States. Some 200 more tribes are petitioning for recognition.iv 
Some tribes have lost federal recognition. The Menominee Tribe lost federal recognition 
in the 1960’s through a federal termination program. The program was unsuccessful 
and the Menominee regained their federal recognition in the 1970’s. 
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Section II 
Historical Overview 

 
To understand ICWA, one must understand the historical context in which ICWA was 
crafted. This historical overview is brief and is not intended to represent a complete 
history. Its purpose is to assist the reader in understanding major events that 
precipitated the necessity of ICWA. ICWA was passed in response to information that 
revealed that Indian children were being removed from their homes and placed in foster 
care at much higher rates than non-Indian children. Many children were removed from 
their homes because of a lack of understanding of Indian culture and child rearing 
practices. In addition, an overwhelming majority of Indian children were being placed 
with non-Indian caregivers who not only did not understand the culture from which the 
Indian children came they were unable to maintain the cultural connections.  
 
When the settlers came to America, Indian tribes lived all over the United States in 
every State. Tribes were pushed from their homes and migrated further west. Conflict 
occurred as the settlers pushed their way further into the country and from 
misunderstandings of culture. For example, when the settlers offered Indian tribes 
trinkets for land, the Indians never realized that they were selling the land. In Indian 
culture, the creator made the land for all men and animals to use. Land was not bought 
or sold. Once the settlers began to develop governments, policies regarding Indians 
were established. Federal policy has flipped from annihilation of Indian tribes and 
culture to assimilation and somewhere in between.  
 
In 1887, Congress enacted the Dawes Act. The Dawes Act was supposed to protect 
Indian land. It allowed Indian male heads of family to register to claim 160 acres of 
reservation land. Smaller allotments were given to single men and orphaned men. In 
order to register, an Indian had to use a more socially accepted name. His tribal name 
could not be used. Some of the workers registering Indians under the Dawes Act used 
the names of their friends and family when registering Indians thereby making it 
possible to steal the land from the Indians. To determine who was Indian and eligible for 
the land, the blood quantum theory was used. Those who could document that they were one 
half or more Indian were registered on the rolls and given land. Some of the land given 
to Indians was desert land. Once the reservation land had been divided among the 
“blooded’ Indians, the rest of the reservation land was sold to non-Indians. What was 
supposed to assimilate and “civilize” the Indians by providing them with property 
ownership and giving them an acceptable way of living as farmers, further robbed the 
Indians of their culture and way of life. 
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The creation of boarding schools was an attempt to mainstream Indians into society. 
What it did was forcibly remove children from their families and place them far from their 
homes. They were not allowed to speak their language nor to have or to practice 
anything that resembled their Indian culture, including their name. This was another 
attempt to civilize the Indians by “killing the Indian and saving the man”. Richard Henry 
Pratt ran the first boarding school in an abandoned military barracks in Carlisle. Indian 
parents who resisted sending their children to boarding schools were denied rations; 
others had their children removed by force. In 1928, a report commissioned by the 
Indian Commission brought to the forefront criticism of boarding schools and of 
government policy regarding Indians. This same report also led to repeal of the Dawes 
Act. By the 1930’s boarding schools were being closed. But even as the pendulum 
eventually shifted from assimilation to providing services to assist families, the Indian 
tribes were not consulted. Someone else who was not Indian determined what was 
needed and what was best. 
 
At the time of enactment of the Indian Child Welfare Act, Congress laid out a clear 
statement of fact: 
 

 “That there is no resource that is more vital to the continued existence and 
integrity of Indian tribes than their children and that the United States has a 
direct interest, as trustee, in protecting Indian children who are members of or 
are eligible for membership in an Indian tribe, 

 
 That an alarmingly high percentage of Indian families are broken up by the 

removal, often unwarranted, of their children from them by non-tribal public 
and private agencies and that an alarmingly high percentage of such children 
are placed in non-Indian foster and adoptive homes and institutions, and 

 
 That the States, exercising their recognized jurisdiction over Indian child 

custody proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies, have often 
failed to recognize the essential tribal relations of Indian people and the 
cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and families.” 
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Section III 
Congressional Findings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Congressional Declaration of United States Policy 
 

When enacted in 1978, the Indian Child Welfare Act was given by 
Congress the following purpose: 

 
 

“Congress hereby declares that it is the policy of this Nation to protect the 
best interests of Indian children and to promote the stability and security of 

Indian tribes and families by the establishment of minimum federal 
standards for the removal of Indian children from their families and the 

placement of such children in foster or adoptive homes which will reflect the 
unique values of Indian culture, and by providing for assistance to Indian 

tribes in the operation of child and family service programs.” 
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Section IV 
Cultural Considerations  

 
Given that there are over 550 Indian tribes and Alaskan villages, each with unique 
cultural considerations, this section will give a brief overview of factors that are intrinsic 
to most Indian tribal cultures. Although the non-Indian worker should bear these 
considerations in mind when working with an Indian family, the worker should also 
educate himself when working with a family of a particular tribe. Some families may be 
very traditional and other families may be less traditional. Each family and each 
individual within that family should be assessed based in context of their own history, 
tribal affiliation, connectedness to that tribe and amount of assimilation into the 
dominant society. 
 
The non-Indian worker should tune into his own personal biases. Most non-Indians have 
very little exposure to Indians and Indian cultures except for what is portrayed in 
television, movies, and books of the dominant culture. The non-Indian worker may have 
pre-determined concepts of what is Indian based on these sometimes inadequate 
portrayals. Often Indians are depicted in a either a romantic, melodramatic portrayal or 
an unsophisticated, violent portrayal. In addition to addressing his own personal biases, 
the worker may also have to tune into biases that the Indian family may have toward the 
non-Indian worker.  
 
Provided the acrimonious nature of the historic relationship between Indian and non-
Indian peoples overall as well as that between the federal government and tribal 
nations, it is not unusual to find Indian families who are still distrustful of non-Indians 
and of government agencies. In addition to not making assumptions based on faulty 
portrayals perpetuated by the dominant society, the worker should also not presume 
some knowledge enables him to make educated assumptions. The strengths and needs 
of the Indian family should be understood within the context of tribal culture and not 
assessed as a result of the context of tribal culture. Admitting a lack of understanding 
and asking questions could go a long way in engaging a reluctant and suspicious family. 
A worker might ask if the family has concerns because of the differences in background 
and culture. By making the cultural difference a topic in the preliminary engagement 
process, a family may be more willing to discuss feelings of mistrust and suspicion. 
Addressing the differences in culture early on may lay better foundation for the worker 
to effectively contract with the family later. 
 
In addition to admitting lack of knowledge and differences in culture, it is important that 
the non-Indian worker identify and acknowledge feelings of anger, rage, and resentment 
resulting from the anguish inflicted by attempts to annihilate Indian culture at any cost. It 
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is difficult for a non-Indian to comprehend the magnitude of what has happened to 
Indian people. Almost every Indian family has been negatively affected. Tribal lands 
have been lost, communities destroyed, customs and languages lost and children 
forever removed from families. The worker should do this without seeming defensive. It 
does not matter that the worker was not the one to do these things. It is enough that is 
was done.  
 
The way a family perceives their culture is illustrated in their everyday life. Because 
Pennsylvania has no federally recognized tribes, workers will not be meeting families on 
tribal reservations. The family’s cultural identity and their extent of assimilation will still 
be visible in their family customs, their language, their spiritual beliefs, and their 
relationship to extended family. As in working with any family, a worker cannot assess a 
family’s behavior and actions based on the worker’s own culture and experience. For 
example, a worker may fail to recognize not maintaining eye contact as a sign of 
politeness if he only evaluates that behavior based on his own culture and experience. It 
is always important regardless of the culture of the family or the culture of the worker to 
assess the family based on their cultural norms which may be slightly varied from family 
to family even within the same tribe. 
 
Most Indian culture recognizes the importance of the extended family. Tribes live as a 
community in a way that emphasizes sharing and expounds on the greater good of the 
whole rather than the good of the individual. For example, child-rearing responsibilities 
may be shared by extended family members in addition to the parents. There may be 
times as well when extended family members provide the bulk of the child rearing. 
Children are viewed in typical tribal culture as gifts from the creator. If they are not 
properly cared for, the creator may choose to take them back. When coupled with 
Indian philosophy that all things are connected and when the world is unbalanced 
harmony is disrupted, it makes sense that responsibilities and the basics of life are 
shared. It would not be unusual for an Indian family to house, feed and clothe extended 
family members even if they barely have enough for themselves. 
 
For many Indian families, the extended family is the primary support resource. If an 
Indian family has a connection to their extended family, it would be important to include 
them in the casework process. Resistance can be reduced when a family sees value 
and appropriateness in the intervention. The family may value the inclusion of elders or 
traditional healers. The worker must be sure to recognize and respect that each 
extended family group has it own rules and ideals. Even if the extended family is not 
part of the permanency goal for a child, they should be included in the planning making 
process. For every child regardless of culture it is important to maintain connections to 
culture and community. Although the tradition of extended family can be a great 
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resource, the worker must be careful of causing family division in addition to already 
existing family divisions. As within any family, the worker must recognize and show 
consideration for the roles of various members as decision makers or advice givers. 
Many decisions are made with consultation and approval of extended family members. 
 
 

 As true in developing any relationship, the worker must employ active listening, 
communicating concern and acceptance verbally, and non-verbally.  

 
 The worker’s sincerity may be tested. The worker could be assessed verbally 

and non-verbally using silence and even humor. The worker should not be 
surprised if the family asks personal questions of the worker.  

 
 The use of humor is an important part of Indian culture. If the family jokes with 

the worker it may be an indication of rapport.  
 

 Pauses and silences during conversation are important. Many Indian people are 
taught to think carefully through something before responding. Don’t rush a 
response. 

 
 Another way to build rapport is the use of casual conversation. By taking time to 

engage in some non-work related conversation the worker establishes who he is 
as a person. 

 
 A gentle handshake could be offered as a sign of respect.  

 
 Extended family members may be present and communicate through a 

designated person. Don’t urge everyone to actively participate. 
 

 Time kept by the clock may be more important to you than the family. 
 

 The worker may be offered a beverage and/or food. If refused the family may be 
very insulted. 

 
This brief overview of cultural considerations is by no way all-inclusive but rather 
designed to help the worker to begin to appreciate Indian culture and to spark interest in 
adding to the worker’s knowledge base. All tribes, all extended families and all 
immediate families are unique.  
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Section V 
ICWA BASICS 

 
When Does ICWA Apply? 

ICWA applies when an Indian child is involved in a child custody proceeding. 
 
Indian Child 

Person who is: 
• Unmarried and;  
• Under age 18 

 
And either: 
• A member of an Indian tribe or; 
• Is eligible for membership in an Indian tribe and is the biological child of a 

member of an Indian tribe 
 
Child Custody Proceeding 

Foster care placement – any action removing an Indian child from his parent or 
Indian custodian for temporary placement in a foster home or institution or the home of 
a guardian or conservator where the parent or Indian custodian cannot have the child 
returned upon demand but where parental rights have not been terminated.  
 

Termination of parental rights – any action resulting in the termination of the 
parent-child relationship. 
 

Pre adoptive placement – the temporary placement of an Indian child in a foster 
home or institution after the termination of parental rights, but prior to or in lieu of 
adoptive placement.  
 

Adoptive placement – the permanent placement of an Indian child for adoption 
including any action resulting in the final decree of adoption. 
 

When Does ICWA Not Apply 
 

• A temporary placement arrangement in which the parent or Indian custodian 
can have the child returned at any time, such as a Voluntary Placement 
Agreement. 

• Custody awarded to a parent as part of a divorce proceeding. 
• Most delinquency proceedings. 
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Section VI 
ICWA Terms and Definitions 

 
Child custody proceeding --  
foster care placement – any action removing an Indian child from his parent or Indian 
custodian for temporary placement in a foster home or institution or the home of a 
guardian or conservator where the parent or Indian custodian cannot have the child 
returned upon demand, but where parental rights have not been terminated;  
termination of parental rights – any action resulting in the termination of the parent-child 
relationship;  
pre adoptive placement – the temporary placement of an Indian child in a foster home 
or institution after the termination of parental rights, but prior to or in lieu of adoptive 
placement; and  
adoptive placement – the permanent placement of an Indian child for adoption, 
including any action resulting in a final decree of adoption. Such term or terms shall not 
include a placement based upon an act which, if committed by an adult, would be 
deemed a crime or upon an award, in a divorce proceeding, of custody to one of the 
parents.  
 
Extended family member – defined by the law or custom of the Indian child's tribe or, 
in the absence of such law or custom, shall be a person who has reached the age of 
eighteen and who is the Indian child's grandparent, aunt or uncle, brother or sister, 
brother-in-law or sister-in-law, niece or nephew, first or second cousin, or stepparent. 
 
Indian – any person who is a member of an Indian tribe, or who is an Alaska Native and 
a member of a Regional Corporation as defined in 1606 of title 43.  
 
Indian child – any unmarried person who is under age eighteen and is either (a) a 
member of an Indian tribe or (b) is eligible for membership in an Indian tribe and is the 
biological child of a member of an Indian tribe. 
 
Indian child's tribe – (a) the Indian tribe in which an Indian child is a member or eligible 
for membership or (b), in the case of an Indian child who is a member of or eligible for 
membership in more than one tribe, the Indian tribe with which the Indian child has the 
more significant contacts.  
 
Indian custodian – any Indian person who has legal custody of an Indian child under 
tribal law or custom or under State law or to whom temporary physical care, custody, 
and control has been transferred by the parent of such child.  
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Indian organization – any group, association, partnership, corporation, or other legal 
entity owned or controlled by Indians, or a majority of whose members are Indians.  
 
Indian tribe – any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community of 
Indians recognized as eligible for the services provided to Indians by the Secretary 
because of their status as Indians, including any Alaska Native village as defined in 
section 1602(c) of title 43.  
 
Parent – any biological parent or parents of an Indian child or any Indian person who 
has lawfully adopted an Indian child, including adoptions under tribal law or custom. It 
does not include the unwed father where paternity has not been acknowledged or 
established.  
 
Reservation – Indian country as defined in section 1151 of title 18 and any lands not 
covered under such section, title to which is either held by the United States in trust for 
the benefit of any Indian tribe or individual or held by any Indian tribe or individual 
subject to a restriction by the United States against alienation.  
 
Secretary – the Secretary of the Interior. 
 
Tribal court – a court with jurisdiction over child custody proceedings and which is 
either a Court of Indian Offenses, a court established and operated under the code or 
custom of an Indian tribe, or any other administrative body of a tribe, which is vested 
with authority over child custody proceedings.  
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Section VII 
What Does ICWA Mean for Me? 

 
Involuntary child custody proceedings 
 
It is the responsibility of the county children and youth agency as the petitioning agency 
to notify the tribe when a child custody proceeding (see definitions page 10) involves 
an Indian child or a child who may be an Indian child. 
 
If the child is not currently a member of the tribe, the county children and youth agency 
must contact the tribe for determination of the child’s membership. Each tribe solely 
determines membership (for Tribal contact list, see Appendix B). 
 
 
Jurisdiction  
 
The child’s tribe has the right to intervene at any point in child custody proceedings. 
 
Tribes have jurisdiction over child custody proceedings of children residing on 
reservation; this may be concurrent with the state (P.L. 280 states tribes may have 
exclusive jurisdiction). When a Tribal Court has custody of an Indian child, the Indian 
tribe retains exclusive jurisdiction regardless of where the child lives. 
 
Tribes may petition for transfer of the child custody proceeding. The juvenile court may 
have temporary jurisdiction over an Indian child who is temporarily or permanently living 
off of the reservation. Jurisdiction must be transferred from juvenile court to tribal court 
upon the petition of the tribe, parent or Indian custodian unless there is good cause to 
the contrary. 
 
There is no definition for good cause to the contrary. The court will determine if good 
cause to the contrary exists. 
 
The county children and youth agency must send notice by registered mail, to the 
parent, Indian custodian and tribe of pending child custody proceedings in juvenile court 
(for Tribal contact list, see Appendix B). 
 
Notice must include the following: 

o Child’s name; 
o Child’s tribal affiliation, if known;  
o Copy of document or petition which initiates the action; 
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o County Agency contact information (petitioner) including contact information 
for county agency attorney; 

o A statement informing the parents, Indian Custodian and tribe of their right to 
intervene; 

o A statement that if the parents, Indian Custodian or tribe are unable to afford 
counsel one will be appointed for them; 

o A statement that the parents, Indian custodian or tribe can have up to twenty 
days to prepare for the proceedings; 

o The Court’s location, mailing address and telephone number; 
o A statement informing the parents; Indian custodian or tribe of the right to 

request a transfer to tribal Court; 
o The potential legal consequences on the rights of the parties if the child is 

adjudicated dependent; and  
o A statement that child custody proceedings should be kept confidential. 

 
If the identity or location of the parent or Indian custodian and the tribe is unknown, 
the notice shall be given to the Secretary of the Interior, who shall have fifteen days 
after receipt to provide the requisite notice to the parent or Indian custodian and the 
tribe.  
 
No foster care placement or termination of parental rights proceeding shall be held 
until at least ten days after receipt of notice by the parent or Indian custodian and the 
tribe or the Secretary provided that the parent or Indian custodian or the tribe shall, 
upon request, be granted up to twenty additional days to prepare for such proceeding. 
 
All parties have the right to examine all reports or documents related to the case. 
 
The court must be satisfied that active efforts have been made to provide remedial and 
rehabilitative services to prevent family breakup and that these efforts have failed. 
 
A court order for placement must be determined by clear and convincing evidence 
including qualified expert witness testimony that continued custody of a child by the 
parent is likely to result in serious emotional or physical damage to the child. 
 
A qualified expert witness is meant to be someone with expertise beyond a social 
worker and includes:  

◊ tribal members recognized by the tribe as knowledgeable in family 
organization and child rearing, 

◊ lay experts with substantial experience in Indian child and family services, or  
◊ professional persons with considerable experience in their respective field. 
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Foster care placement preferences must follow a prescribed order, absent good 
cause to the contrary: 
(1) a member of the child’s extended family,  
(2) a foster home that is approved or licensed by the child’s tribe,  
(3) an Indian foster home of another tribe that is licensed by the appropriate agency; or  
(4) an institutional placement for children that is approved by the child’s tribe and is 
suitable to meet the child’s needs. 
 
Termination of parental rights may not be ordered without showing beyond a 
reasonable doubt that the continued custody of a child by the parent is likely to result 
in serious emotional or physical damage to the child. Evidence must include testimony 
of a qualified expert witness.  
 
Adoptive placement requires preference be given, absent good cause to the contrary, 
to placement with: 
(1) a member of the child’s extended family;  
(2) other members of the child’s tribe;  
(3) members of other tribes; or  
(4) a non-American Indian family. 
 
Adoption can be overturned within 2 years if fraud or duress is proven. 
 
An Indian adoptee who is at least 18 years of age may, through the court, request 
his/her adoption records to identify possible tribal affiliation and any rights he/she may 
be entitled to as an Indian person. 
 
 
Voluntary child custody proceedings 
 
Voluntary placement agreements may be withdrawn at any time and the child must 
be returned to the parent. 
 
Voluntary consent to termination of parental rights must be done in writing and 
recorded in the presence of a judge; certification is required that the parents fully 
understood their consent. 
 
Any consent for adoption given prior to, or within 10 days after birth is not valid (Note: 
Adoption Act (23 Pa C.S. Chapter 27) at §2711 (relating to consents necessary to 
adoption) requires that any consent given within 72 hours is not valid.) 
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Consent to termination of parental rights or to adoption may be withdrawn at any time 
for any reason prior to entry of final decree. (Note: Adoption Act (23 Pa C.S. Chapter 
27) § 2711 (relating to contents of consent) requires that the consent can only be 
revoked by the parent within 30 days of its execution.)  
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Section IX 
Footnotes and Bibliography 
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http://www.cotraic.org/adopt.html[6/4/2018 8:35:35 PM]

WELCOME TO RAINBOW ADOPTIONS
Rainbow staff are happy that you are considering adoption and would love an opportunity to work with you in
achieving this goal. We service families interested in domestic, private, or international adoptions. However,
we specialize in the placement of children with special needs. Supportive and financial services are provided
for many of these placements.

Most of our available children are classified as having special needs and follow under one or more of the
following categories:

children 0-18 years old who have been abused, neglected or abandoned.
children that have physical, intellectual and/or behavioral problems.
children who are members of sibling groups (allowing the children to stay together).
children of minority races, especially Asian, Hispanic, Black and bi-racial, and Native American (the
greatest need is for minority families for this group of children.)

CRITERIA FOR APPLICATION

Rainbow serves three groups of people:

Native American Families
Families residing in Western PA of any race, sex, religion or income level, and
Birth mothers who are considering the plan of adoption for their infant or child.

It is Rainbow's goal to work with families and not against them.

TYPES OF SERVICES

Rainbow provides adoption related services to families and children. Our staff completes the home-study,
searches, and post-placement services. We can arrange for parenting training, support groups, and often
financial, medical and social services for the child. 
Rainbow offers counseling services to birth mothers. We allow and encourage active participation from the
birth mothers in choosing an adoptive family for her infant. 

THE ADOPTION PROCESS

The first step in the adoption process is the completion of a homestudy. During the homestudy, a social
worker with special training in adoption will conduct family preparation sessions. The family preparation
sessions will give the social worker a clear understanding of the prospective adoptive family's reasons for
adoption and their expectations about parenting. 

These sessions will include the following topics:

· the types of children awaiting adoptive homes
· parenting the adopted child
· behaviors and handicaps
· bonding and attachment
· separation, loss and grief
· the adoption triad
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· parenting the sexually/physically abused child

Personal references and physicians will be contacted and a criminal and child abuse background check must
be complete. Once all paper work is received, there will be a visit to the family's home.

TYPICAL WAITING PERIOD 
When you have successfully completed the homestudy, you will be eligible for the placement of a child in
your home for the purpose of adoption. Given the factors of the adoptive family's preference and the
availability of children, we canot tell you how long it will take for you to receive a chile. In most circumstance,
however, families adopting special needs children usually have a brief wait. 

POST-PLACEMENT SERVICES 
After a child is placed with you, the agency will schedule a minimum of three (3) post-placement visits to
assist and evaluate your transition to adoptive parenting. These visits occur over a six-month period, and at
their positive conclusion, this agency will give its consent to legal finalization of the adoption of your child.
Adoptive parents retain independent counsel to complete this process. 

Thank you for your interest in Rainbow Adoptions. Please let us know if we can provide any additional
information by contacting our agency at (412)782-4457. One of our goals is to reduce the number of children
who wait for permanent homes. We hope that you choose to work with Rainbow Adoption Services to build
your family. 

120 Charles Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 
Telephone: (412) 782-4457 
FAX: (412) 767-7808 
E-mail: mgold@cotraic.org

HOME | HEADSTART | EARLY | ELDERS | CULTURAL | WIA PROGRAM
Updated August 1, 2011
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It is well documented that system-involved youth are among the most 

educationally at risk of all student populations.  They graduate at lower rates, score 

lower on standardized tests, have higher rates of special education eligibility, and are 

more likely to repeat a grade than their non-system involved peers.1  More than half of 

Philadelphia youth in foster care, and 64 percent of youth involved in the juvenile 

justice system do not graduate from high school.2  However, children and youth placed 

in residential placements are at even greater risk of school failure and more likely to 

drop out.  This often leads to a lifetime of unemployment, under-employment, and 

homelessness.3  The reasons for this are clear.  

First, children placed in residential settings are required to change schools and 

are often placed far away from their families and communities. This significant 

disruption undermines their ability to stay on track and graduate.  Youth who remain 

                                                           
1 Philadelphia youth with a history of child welfare or juvenile justice involvement score substantially lower on 
PSSAs, have lower promotion rates, higher rates of absenteeism and special education eligibility and accumulate 
fewer credits compared to their never-involved peers. Youth involved in the juvenile justice system have the lowest 
graduation rate of any subgroup at 36%, and only 30% score proficient in reading and math in 8th grade. See 
Supporting the Needs of Students Involved in the Foster Care and Juvenile Justice Systems, (CHOP PolicyLab, 
2014) available at 
http://policylab.chop.edu/sites/default/files/pdf/publications/PolicyLab Report Supporting Students Involved with

Child Welfare June 2014.pdf.   See also Fostering Success in Education: National Fact Sheet on the Educational 
Outcomes of  Children in Foster Care, (April 2018) available at 
http://fostercareandeducation.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?portalid=0&EntryId=2100&
Command=Core Download) (gathering national and regional studies).  See Southern Education Foundation, Just 
Learning: The Imperative to Transform Juvenile Justice Systems into Effective Educational Systems—A Study of 
Juvenile Justice Schools in the South and the Nation 14 (2014), available at 
http://www.southerneducation.org/getattachment/cf39e156-5992-4050-bd03-fb34cc5bf7e3/Just-Learning.aspx (2/3 
of juveniles entering state institutions were below grade level in math and reading and 44% entering local juvenile 
justice facilities were below grade level in math and reading). 
2 A Promise Worth Keeping, Advancing the High School Graduation Rate in Philadelphia, Project U-Turn (2014) 
available at http://www.projectuturn.net/docs/PromiseWorthKeeping.pdf.   
3 According to the 2017 Voices of Youth Count, nearly one-third o 
http://www.projectuturn net/docs/PromiseWorthKeeping.pdf f youth identified as homeless in a point-in-time count 
had been in foster care or the juvenile justice system. See Voices of Youth Count Report on Youth Homelessness:  
Findings from the Youth Count, Brief Youth Survey, and Provider Survey Philadelphia available at 
http://www.philadelphiaofficeofhomelessservices.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/voices-of-youth-count-
philadelphia-9-2017.pdf.   See also Youth at Risk of Homelessness: Identifying Key Predictive Factors Among Youth 
Aging Out of Foster Care in Washington State available at 
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/sites/default/files/SESA/rda/documents/research-7-106.pdf  
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in the same school are twice as likely to graduate and a high school student with even 

one fewer school change is 1.8 times more likely to obtain a diploma.4  Children placed 

in institutional care -- many of whom attend more than one residential placement --- 

don’t have the option to remain in the same school and often experience multiple school 

changes undermining academic progress with each school change.   

Second, children in institutional placements commonly attend inferior “on 

grounds” schools rather than local public schools where the institution is located.5  On-

grounds schools are predominantly licensed as “private academic schools” and exist 

largely in the shadows, with little oversight by local education agencies or the state.6  

Pursuant to state policy, these programs are subject to on-site cyclical monitoring only 

once every six years and then only with regard to students with disabilities.  These 

schools, licensed by the State Board of Private Academic Schools, have wide discretion 

in creating educational programs and are not required to follow the same rigorous state 

curriculum requirements and academic standards as public schools.7   

 While their peers attend public schools, which must meet state educational 

standards,8 children at on-ground schools receive an education that is frequently 

inferior and undermines their ability to graduate from high school.  Many children and 

                                                           
4  See e.g., Pecora et al., 2006, Northwest Alumni Study and Pecora, P., Williams, J., Kessler, R.C., Downs, A.C., 
O’Brien, K., Hiripi, E., & Morello, S. (2003). Assessing the Effects of Foster Care: Early Results from the Casey 
National Alumni Study. Seattle, WA: Casey Family Programs 
5 See Educational Success and Truancy Prevention Report to State Roundtable (2013) at p. 5, available at  
http://www.ocfcpacourts.us/assets/upload/Resources/Documents/2013%20State%20RT%20report%20on%20Educat
ional%20Success%20and%20Truancy%20Prevention(9).pdf (Of 42 counties surveyed, nearly 80%reported that 
children living in congregate care settings with on-site schools “sometimes” or “rarely” attend a local public school. 
6 See 24 P.S. § 6702,  22 Pa. Code § 51.2.  Data obtained from PA Department of Education regarding type of 
school is available at 
http://www.edna.ed.state.pa.us/Screens/wfSearchEntityResults.aspx?AUN=&SchoolBranch=&CurrentName=&City
=&HistoricalName=&IU=-1&CID=-1&CategoryIDs=18%2c&StatusIDs=1%2c2%2c,  Some on-grounds schools 
are licensed as approved private schools as defined by 22 Pa. Code § 171.11 or private residential rehabilitative 
institutions (PRRIs) as defined by 24 P.S. § 9-964.1. Approved private schools are reevaluated once every 3 years. 
22 Pa Code § 171.20(b).    
7  See Private Academic Schools Act, 24 P. S. § § 6701—6721 and 22 Pa Code §51.4 (Private Academic License 
requirements).   
8  See 22 Pa Code § 4.12 (Academic standards applicable to public education providers.) 
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youth are not properly evaluated upon entering the on-grounds school and may be 

placed in an inappropriate grade or program.  This occurs despite the adoption of 

federal requirements for juvenile justice facilities under the Every Student Succeeds Act.9  

Students attending on-grounds schools are often taught in multi-grade classrooms, 

sometimes by uncertified or improperly certified teachers, and frequently receive 

below-grade-level course work.  This prevents them from developing critical skills, 

building knowledge, and staying on track to graduate. Fifty-two percent of child 

welfare professionals reported that the curriculum at on-grounds schools is far below 

grade level, limited in instruction hours, relies heavily on worksheets, and fails to 

advance basic skills, as reflected in qualitative surveys conducted by the Education Law 

Center through a fellowship made possible by the Stoneleigh Foundation.10   

On-grounds schools often lack essential resources, staff and services required to 

educate the children they purport to serve.11  In some cases, youth spend their days 

completing worksheets or engaging exclusively in on-line credit programs with 

minimal or no live instruction.   Many parents or education decision makers are never 

apprised of a child’s legal right to attend a public school under the Pennsylvania School 

Code.12  In many cases, judges court order youth to attend on-grounds schools in a 

misguided attempt to solve a child’s truancy problem. Instead, children with a history 

of absenteeism find themselves further behind their peers upon returning to their 

neighborhood schools, where they are more likely to be truant and ultimately drop out 

of school all together.   

                                                           
9 See Title I Part D—Prevention and Intervention Programs for Children and Youth Who Are Neglected, 
Delinquent, or At-Risk, 20 U.S.C. § 6436 (requiring state education agencies to establish procedures to ensure that 
youth are assessed to identify educational needs when they enter a juvenile justice facility, when practicable.) 
10 See Moving the Dial: A Report on Education Experiences of Children in Pennsylvania Residential Treatment 
Facilities (Stoneleigh Foundation, 2011) available at https://stoneleighfoundation.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/02/Moving-the-Dial.Styer .pdf;  
11  Id.  
12 24 P.S. § 13-1306. 
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Third, students with disabilities are more likely to be placed in residential 

facilities and are particularly harmed when educated online or through a one-size-fits-

all on-grounds school.  Disproportionately, children in foster care or the juvenile justice 

system are students with disabilities: studies show that system-involved children are 

between 2.5 and 3.5 times more likely to receive special education services than their 

non-system involved peers. 13   The problems are myriad: from delays in securing the 

child’s Individualized Education Program (IEP), to failing to obtain a timely evaluation, 

to the failure of school staff to effectively differentiate instruction, to a lack of rigorous 

progress monitoring and the failure to implement a child’s IEP or provide related 

services, students with disabilities often fail to make progress.  They are denied the free, 

appropriate, public education to which they are legally entitled.  Moreover, because the 

majority of children in residential placements are students with disabilities, these 

students are denied the opportunity to be educated in the least restrictive environment 

and instead are segregated from their non-disabled peers while attending an on-

grounds school.   

 Finally, when youth return from these residential facilities, they find themselves 

– through no fault of their own – far below grade level, having earned few credits, and 

having made little progress.  Because private academic schools are not obligated to 

meet the same educational standards as public schools, the courses a youth takes will 

not align with the School District of Philadelphia to which they return.  Public schools 

are not required to accept credits earned at private academic schools, or count them 

towards graduation.  Some on-ground schools do not even award credits at all, 

                                                           
13  National Fact Sheet on the Educational Outcomes of  Children in Foster Care, Id. at p.2 (between 35.6% and 
47.3% of children in foster care receive special education services) at http://www.fostercareandeducation.org/. 
In Philadelphia, 1 in 4 students ever involved with the child welfare and/or juvenile justice system received special 
education services.  This rate is 64% higher than students with no history of involvement. Supporting the Needs of 
Students Involved with the Child Welfare and Juvenile Justice System in the School District of Philadelphia at 
http://policylab.chop.edu/sites/default/files/pdf/publications/PolicyLab Report Supporting Students Involved with

Child Welfare June 2014.pdf.     
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guaranteeing that students who are already falling behind academically due to the poor 

quality of the school will not be able to graduate with their peers.  In our qualitative 

survey, eighty-five percent of youth and over fifty percent of child welfare professionals 

reported difficulties transferring credits earned at on-site schools to public schools.  

Moreover, upon their return to the District many of our clients experience delays of 

days or weeks in being placed in an appropriate classroom or Approved Private School 

(APS).      

In summary, we know that placing children and youth in institutional 

placements harms them academically, emotionally, and sometimes physically.  

Institutional placements are highly restrictive, undermine academic progress, and set 

our most vulnerable children on a path to homelessness and unemployment.  All of this 

occurs with little oversight for children who are far away from their families and 

communities.   Our children must be safe, healthy, and receive all services to which they 

are legally entitled —including a quality education.  We urge City Council to devote the 

resources necessary to end the isolation of our children in institutional placements and 

build community-based, trauma-informed mental health and education services that 

will keep all our children close to home, with the educational opportunities and 

stability they desperately need to thrive and succeed in life.   Thank you.   
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Two foster agencies in Philly won't place kids with LGBTQ people

http://www.philly.com/philly/news/foster-adoption-lgbtq-gay-same-sex-philly-bethany-archdiocese-20180313 html[6/4/2018 11:33:59 PM]

never placed a child with a same-sex couple,’” Paszko said. “She told us she didn’t want to waste two hours of our
time.”

In a follow-up call with administrators, the couple were told that Bethany does not work with LGBTQ people because
of the church’s views on homosexuality. They were offered names of other agencies to try.

Article continues below advertisement

“I just couldn’t believe it,” said Paszko. who lives with her wife in Brewerytown. “There are so many kids out there
who need homes, you’re really going to deny them a good one?”

At the same time that the city’s Department of Human Services is urgently calling for more foster parents, two of its
foster care agencies, Bethany and Catholic Social Services, operate under policies that turn away LGBTQ people who
come knocking.

The organizations, which also offer adoption services, are likely violating city contract rules that forbid
discrimination. Philadelphia’s fair practices ordinance, which prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation, is
included in all city contracts, said Rue Landau, executive director of the Human Relations Commission

“What a tragedy for the kids of Philadelphia,” said Mary Catherine Roper, deputy legal director for the ACLU of
Pennsylvania. “This agency is putting its own view on religion above the needs of its kids.”

Roper said the position could also be unconstitutional: “A government doesn’t get to use a contractor to implement
religious programs and when you start saying, ‘We’re running this as a religious program such that we won’t take you
because you don’t fit our religious view,’ then the city is paying for a religious program, and that’s a problem under
the First Amendment.”
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DHS said it was unaware, until contacted by the Inquirer and Daily News, of the policies held by the two
organizations. Bethany Christian Services has had a contract with the city since 1996 and Catholic Social Services
since 1997.

DHS spokeswoman Heather Keafer called both groups’ stances “deeply concerning,” given an ongoing push to recruit
more LGBTQ people to become foster parents.  “We actively recruit individuals that represent the diversity of our
city, including diversity of sexual orientation, genders, race, religions, and communities to provide quality foster care
to Philadelphia’s most vulnerable children and youth,” Keafer said.

The city’s Law Department is reviewing the issue while DHS works with the Human Relations Commission to
investigate policies at both organizations, Keafer said. The department is also reviewing policies of all 26 foster care
agencies it works with. The city will continue to recruit LGBTQ parents, including at an event March 22 at the
William Way LGBT Community Center hosted by the Office of LGBT Affairs .

Article continues below advertisement

Last year, Bethany Christian Services was reimbursed $1.3 million for operating foster homes for 170 children,
representing 1.5 percent of the department’s payments to foster care providers. Catholic Social Services was
reimbursed $1.7 million in the same year for 266 children, representing 1.9 percent of the amount paid.

Joe DiBenedetto, a spokesman for Bethany, said the organization places children with married couples made up of
two parents of the opposite sex, or in some cases individuals. He said the organization does not believe it is in
violation of any city ordinances. “This has been our practice throughout our nearly 75 years of operation and is based
on our adherence to what we believe to be foundational Biblical principles,” he said.

Ken Gavin, a spokesman for the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, said Catholic Social Services wasn’t aware of any
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recent inquiries from same-sex couples but confirmed that the organization would not work with interested LGBTQ
people if approached.

“Catholic Social Services is, at its core, an institution founded on faith-based principles,” Gavin said. “The Catholic
Church does not endorse same-sex unions, based upon deeply held religious beliefs and principles. As such, CSS
would not be able to consider foster care placement within the context of a same-sex union.” Gavin said that
arrangement is a “well-established and long-known one in our relationship with DHS.”

Article continues below advertisement

Both organizations work with LGBTQ youth. That can send a mixed message to children and teens in their care, said
Currey Cook, an attorney who heads Lambda Legal’s Youth in Out-of-home Care Project.

“How do you pretend you can simultaneously say we serve all youth and do a good job serving all youth while at the
same time you’re saying same-sex couples are not real parents, are not good parents?” Cook said. “LGBT youth who
have faced so much isolation, stigma, prejudice in the system are left wondering, ‘What’s going to happen if I come
out, and I’m being served by parents or an agency that basically says trans parents, LGBT people, aren’t good
parents?'”

Cook said Pennsylvania could benefit from a more explicit nondiscrimination policy. Its state code prohibits
discrimination against children based on sexual orientation but does not say anything specific about prospective foster
or adoptive parents.

A nationwide tension

Article continues below advertisement
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Similar conflicts have sprouted up across the country in recent years as states have legalized same-sex marriage.
Before laws started changing, religious-conflicted organizations could avoid working with LGBTQ people by
requiring foster parents to be legally married, Cook said.

His organization sued the federal government and the Catholic Conference of Bishops last month after married lesbian
professors were told they could not foster a refugee child through Catholic Charities of Fort Worth, Texas. A woman
at the organization told them foster parents must “mirror the Holy Family,” according to the suit.

The ACLU sued the State of Michigan last year after two same-sex couples were turned down by Bethany Christian
Services and Catholic Social Services there. Michigan is one of a growing number of states to pass laws explicitly
allowing religious-based discrimination. Similar bills are percolating in Georgia, Oklahoma, and Kansas.

Pennsylvania has no such law but religious nonprofits often discriminate quietly, said Leslie Cooper, an attorney with
the ACLU’s national office, who is handling the Michigan case.

Lawyers for Bethany and Catholic Social Services have defended their clients’ stances in court documents by saying
that requiring religious organizations to comply with nondiscrimination laws would force them to close, meaning
fewer organizations to help kids in need.

Cooper said a religious organization could always change its affiliation, which occurred in Illinois after a foster care
agency associated with the Catholic Church broke off and rehired the same staff to operate independently.

“The premise that there would be no one to do this work is just false,” she said.

Both the archdiocese and Bethany say they always direct interested LGBTQ parents to other agencies.

Paszko and her wife are now working with Jewish Family and Children’s Service of Greater Philadelphia to become
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
SHARONELL FULTON, CECELIA 
PAUL, TONI LYNN SIMMS-BUSCH, 
and CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES,  
       
 Plaintiffs,     
 

v.       
       
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN 
SERVICES FOR THE CITY OF 
PHILADELPHIA, and 
PHILADELPHIA COMMISSION ON 
HUMAN RELATIONS, 
 
 Defendants. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Civil Action No. 18-cv-2075 
 

Assigned to the Honorable  
Judge Tucker 

 
 

DECLARATION OF TONI LYNN SIMMS-BUSCH 

1. My name is Toni Lynn Simms-Busch. I am over the age of 21 and am 

capable of making this declaration pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746. I have not been 

convicted of a felony or been convicted of a crime of dishonesty. I have personal 

knowledge of all of the contents of this declaration. 

2. I previously worked as a foster care social worker with a private agency, 

and then later as a child advocate social worker for four years at the Defender 

Association of Philadelphia. I obtained my bachelor’s degree in forensic psychology 

from Chatham University in Pittsburgh. In my prior role as a child advocate social 

worker with the City of Philadelphia, I interacted with all of the foster agencies in 

the City. I observed that some of the agencies offered high-quality services, and others 
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were at the other end of the spectrum. I observed that Catholic Social Services 

consistently was among the best of any foster agency in terms of the quality of 

services they provided, and they operated with the highest level of integrity, 

professionalism, responsiveness, and care. 

3. I am now a foster parent myself, caring for two very young foster 

children who are biological siblings. I chose to work with Catholic Social Services 

because I observed their high-level care in the past, and because of my desire to raise 

my family with an organization that shared my religious beliefs. I am inspired by my 

religious beliefs to serve children, which is why I found my previous work as a child 

advocate so rewarding. I am continuing that religiously-motivated practice of serving 

vulnerable children now as a foster mother. 

4. Fostering is often a very emotionally exhausting process, and I could not 

imagine continuing on this journey without the support I receive from Catholic Social 

Services. In my interactions with other agencies, I have not received this same level 

of personal care and loving encouragement. It is possible that in the future, a 

biological sibling of my foster children will need foster care, and I would be very open 

to fostering this child if I could work with Catholic Social Services. I am very open to 

fostering other children in need in the future as well. 

5. If Catholic Social Services were forced to close its program, however, I 

think it is highly unlikely that I would be able to continue fostering. It would be 

devastating for me if I were no longer able to continue caring for foster children. It 
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would also be very disruptive for me and my family if I could no longer rely on 

Catholic Social Services.  
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.   

Executed on June 4, 2018. 

                          
 Toni Lynn Simms-Busch 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
SHARONELL FULTON, CECELIA 
PAUL, TONI LYNN SIMMS-BUSCH, 
and CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES,  
       
 Plaintiffs,     
 

v.       
       
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN 
SERVICES FOR THE CITY OF 
PHILADELPHIA, and 
PHILADELPHIA COMMISSION ON 
HUMAN RELATIONS, 
 
 Defendants. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Civil Action No. 18-2075 
 

Assigned to the Honorable  
Judge Tucker 

 
 

DECLARATION OF DOE FOSTER MOTHER #1 

1. I am over the age of 21 years old and capable of making this declaration 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746. I have not been convicted of a felony or been convicted 

of a crime of dishonesty. I have personal knowledge of all of the contents of this 

declaration. 

2. I am a foster parent who works with Catholic Social Services. I have 

fostered fourteen children over eighteen years as a foster parent, and I have adopted 

two of them. Some of the children I have cared for have had significant special needs 

and learning disabilities. For example, more than one of the children I have cared for 

was diagnosed with autism.   

Case 2:18-cv-02075-PBT   Document 13-11   Filed 06/07/18   Page 1 of 7
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3. Catholic Social Services has provided me with significant support and 

resources to help me care for the needs of my foster children, and they also provided 

me with additional help as I worked to meet the needs of my autistic foster children. 

I have been able to call social workers at any hour and receive an answer from 

someone I knew and trusted, and I have always relied heavily on the social workers 

I interact with. These social workers have always demonstrated the highest level of 

care and have shown great love and attention to my children. Although I am not 

Catholic, I am a religious person and I appreciate the spiritual environment at 

Catholic Social Services and the way that seems to motivate a dedication to children. 

My own religious beliefs inspire me to want to care for children in need.  

4. I have never worked with another foster agency and I am not certified 

to receive foster placements through any other agency. I want to continue working 

with the agency and social workers whom I trust. 

5.  I received a new foster son, Doe Foster Child #1, in October of 2016. Doe 

Foster Child #1 is a young child, but he is the age that other children have normally 

already started speaking in full sentences. However, when Doe Foster Child #1 came 

to my home he never spoke at all in the beginning. He also had great difficulty eating, 

and he was very fearful of other normal activities like taking a bath. Because he did 

not speak, it was also difficult to understand in the beginning what Doe Foster Child 

#1 needed. After consultation with my Catholic Social Service social workers, and 

with medical attention, Doe Foster Child #1 was diagnosed with autism. Because of 

Doe Foster Child #1’s age, we do not know yet Doe Foster Child #1’s level on the 

Case 2:18-cv-02075-PBT   Document 13-11   Filed 06/07/18   Page 2 of 7
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autism spectrum. We began to take Doe Foster Child #1 to receive therapy for autism, 

and we also had more information about how to meet Doe Foster Child #1’s needs.  

6. In the months after coming to our family, Doe Foster Child #1 began to 

show remarkable progress. He began to say some words, like “hi” and “bye,” he would 

play happily in the bath, and he showed great affection and attachment to our family 

members. Doe Foster Child #1 is also the same age as my grandson who lives with 

me. The two boys shared a room and developed a deep bond. I would often find them 

playing together in the backyard. 

7. On one occasion, one of my adult children took Doe Foster Child #1 to 

the dentist for an appointment. Doe Foster Child #1 was so fearful and upset when 

he thought he would be taken from our family. But when he came back after the 

appointment he bolted out of the car and into the house and held me tight as he 

happily and repeatedly said, “hi, hi.” I assured him that this was his home, that he 

did not need to worry, that I loved him, and everything was ok.  

8. When I have adopted foster children in the past, one of my adult children 

co-signed on the adoption. That way if anything ever happened to me, I had peace of 

mind knowing that my adopted child would still be taken care of.  

9. Within the last few months, Doe Foster Child #1’s social worker asked 

if I wanted to adopt Doe Foster Child #1. He said that no other families were 

interested in adopting. I expressed interest in adopting, but I explained that I needed 

to consult with my adult children and figure out who would co-sign on Doe Foster 

Case 2:18-cv-02075-PBT   Document 13-11   Filed 06/07/18   Page 3 of 7
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Child #1’s adoption. Because of different events going on in the lives of my adult 

children, I knew that this would take some time.   

10. Just a few weeks ago, Doe Foster Child #1 was removed from my home 

to be placed with another foster family who was immediately ready to adopt Doe 

Foster Child #1 I was heartbroken when this happened. I thought that I would have 

more time and be able to adopt Doe Foster Child #1 myself. When the social worker 

with the CUA in charge of Doe Foster Child #1 came to pick him up to take him away, 

I kissed him goodbye and told him how much I loved him. But every time the social 

worker tried to lead Doe Foster Child #1 out of our home, he would wriggle free and 

come running back to hold me. Doe Foster Child #1 finally had to be carried crying 

from our home. I watched from the window in my house as my adult son helped carry 

Doe Foster Child #1 out. While doing so, my son kept assuring Doe Foster Child #1 

that it would be ok, that he would like his new family, and that we would always love 

him. 

11. Very recently, the social worker with the CUA in charge of Doe Foster 

Child #1 contacted me and let me know that an emergency situation had arisen with 

the foster family Doe Foster Child #1 was placed with, and all the children in that 

home were being immediately removed. He did not give me details, but he asked if I 

would be willing to take Doe Foster Child #1 back. My immediate response was, 

“bring my son home.” The social worker said he needed to check with DHS and would 

get back to me.  
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12. The social worker then followed up the same day and informed me that 

DHS denied the request to place Doe Foster Child #1 with me because I work with 

Catholic Social Services. DHS apparently told the social worker that “Catholic Social 

Services is going through a case right now and DHS is not approving him to come 

back here.” I was devastated when I heard this news. The social worker seemed upset 

as well. The social worker said that the only option they had for Doe Foster Child #1 

was a temporary respite home, but he would be moved from that home after a few 

days while they searched for another home.  

13. I repeatedly expressed my desire to Doe Foster Child #1’s social worker 

that he bring Doe Foster Child #1 back to my home. I also communicated this to my 

social workers at Catholic Social Services. I also spoke with my adult son, who told 

me he was prepared to co-sign on Doe Foster Child #1’s adoption if we could get him 

back. I communicated the fact that I was immediately prepared to adopt Doe Foster 

Child #1 to my social workers and Doe Foster Child #1’s social worker, but the social 

workers still did not bring Doe Foster Child #1 back home. My grandson frequently 

asks when Doe Foster Child #1 will come back home.  

14. Recently, the social worker informed me that Doe Foster Child #1 was 

having difficulty associated with normal bodily functions. The social worker asked if 

I had any advice to help Doe Foster Child #1. It sounded to me as though Doe Foster 

Child #1 was regressing, and that some of these problems were related to Doe Foster 

Child #1’s earlier issues with eating properly. I gave the social worker detailed 

instructions about how to prepare Doe Foster Child #1’s food, what he liked to eat, 
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and how to help him with other bodily functions. But I also expressed again that the 

best thing for Doe Foster Child #1 would be to come back to our family. When Doe 

Foster Child #1 lived in our home, he was thriving and he felt safe and loved. 

15. I have learned that Doe Foster Child #1 has not been receiving his 

regular and needed therapy for his autism, because Doe Foster Child #1’s school 

called me to ask why Doe Foster Child #1 had not been attending his special classes 

and receiving therapy. The school wondered if Doe Foster Child #1 was sick since he 

had not been attending. I am worried about his physical and emotional wellbeing 

right now. I also understand that Doe Foster Child #1 has since been moved to 

another temporary respite home, and that there is no other permanent home 

available for Doe Foster Child #1 right now. My understanding is that under normal 

circumstances, Doe Foster Child #1 would have been placed with me so that I could 

give him the love and care he needs, and we could proceed with the adoption process. 

DHS has not provided me with any reason—other than its dispute with Catholic 

Social Services—for refusing to let me care for Doe Foster Child #1, I say prayers for 

his return throughout the day and look at Doe Foster Child #1’s pictures every night. 

I frequently call his social worker to see if I can do anything to get Doe Foster Child 

#1 back. I cannot understand why Doe Foster Child #1 is being kept from me. 
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Become a foster parent | Service | City of Philadelphia

https://beta.phila.gov/services/birth-marriage-life-events/become-a-foster-parent/[6/14/2018 3:11:12 PM]

Work with all members of the team.
Share information .
Give and receive support.
Ensure that the child feels safe and is free from threats of harm or
danger.

Resource parents can help in the reunifcation process in many ways. They
should:

Be a role model and mentor for the parents of origin.
Support the child’s relationship with their parents.
Share information with the parents, such as health care and
educational progress.
Provide emotional support for the child as they prepare to return home.
Be available to both the child and their parents after they return home.
Include parents and other family members in important holidays,
birthdays, or other special occasions (such as school plays).

Financial assisance
Resource parents receive money for the cos of caring for a child. The
amount changes depending on the level of care the child needs. All children
receive medical coverage through Medicaid.

Who

Foser parents can be single, married, divorced, any gender or sexual
orientation.

Requirements

To care for children in foser care, you mus:

Pass child abuse, criminal history, and FBI clearances.
Be physically able to care for a child.
Have space in your home for an additional child.
Be at least 21 years of age.

How

Here’s how to become a resource parent

1 Choose a foster care agency.
DHS works with many sate-licensed agencies to provide foser
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care. Browse the lis of foser agencies to fnd the bes ft for
you. You want to feel confdent and comfortable with the agency
you choose. This agency will be a big support to you during your
resource parent journey. Once you’ve found one that you like,
call them to fnd out how to begin the certifcation process. Each
agency has slightly diferent requirements, specialties, and
training programs.

2 Begin the certification process.
The certifcation process will take approximately 3-6 months to
complete.

As part of the process you will have to:

Fill out an application.
Attend an orientation .
Complete at least 6 hours of training.
Get a medical examination that proves you are physically
able to care for children and are free from contagious
diseases.
Pass child abuse, criminal history, and FBI clearances.
Have a social worker come to your home to help determine
if it is safe for a child.

Relatives, family friends, trused teachers, coaches, or others
who have a close connection with the foser child may become
kinship caregivers. Kinship caregivers are allowed to have foser
children placed more quickly into their homes. This is often better
for the child, as it limits disruption and prevents the need for
placement in a foser care center.

Kinship caregivers go through an initial review that includes
clearances of their home. Once they have been cleared, the
foser children connected to them can come live with them.
Kinship caregivers sill need to go through the res of the process
of becoming a foser parent, but they can do this while they serve
as foser guardians.

To get more information about becoming a resource parent, call
(215) 683-5709 or email dhs.foseringphilly@phila.gov.
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Philly puts out 'urgent' call - 300 families needed for fostering
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 COURTESY OF SHAKIA REMBERT
Shakia Rembert was a first-time foster mom when then
2-year-old Alvin came to her home. The Department of
Human Services has put out an urgent call for more
foster families.

before arriving at her West Oak Lane home? After a few weeks of trying to connect with him, she realized it wasn’t
just her. He didn’t answer anyone, nor startle when she dropped things. He was deaf.

The boy, who’d been removed from his mother’s care as an
infant, was living in a crisis nursery before going to stay
with Rembert. A doctor would later tell Rembert that at least
a year earlier she’d advised the boy’s mother to have his
hearing checked.

“It was alarming to to me,” Rembert recalled. “Everyone
missed this. No one was spending one-on one time with him.
No one was talking to him the way you’re supposed to talk
to babies.”

Experts agree that children do much better living in family
settings than group homes because of the extra level of care
and attention they receive.

Article continues below advertisement

But the city needs more families — about 300 more — to meet the need. The Department of Human Services put out
an urgent call for parents this month, using phone banks and public service announcements. It’s the first major
recruitment in a decade.

They’ve changed the name of what they’re seeking, too — from “foster parent” to “resource parent,” reflecting a
nationwide trend.
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“We’re asking people to ask themselves, ‘Can I do this?’ ” said DHS Commissioner Cynthia Figueroa. “If the answer
is ‘yes,’ that’s awesome. If, it’s ‘no,’ give us the name of other folks who you think would be excellent resource
parents. The system alone can’t be the only resource. We need families who want to provide the best opportunity
while families are having to deal with challenges.”

 MARK C PSORAS / FOR THE INQUIRER
Shakia Rembert shares a tender moment with her adopted son Alvin Sahr Rembert, 5,at their home in North Philadelphia.

In Philadelphia about 700 children are in group home placements. Of those, Figueroa said, about 250 could be living
with families, while 450 more need to stay in a staffed facility due to physical or emotional needs.

Figueroa hopes the campaign can dispel misconceptions about fostering: You don’t need to be married, own a house,
or have a car, and there’s no expectation of adoption. Foster parents must be 21 but there’s no age cutoff. Retirees,
often with more time to spare, make great foster parents, Figueroa said.

Article continues below advertisement
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In addition to fostering, which can last anywhere from a few weeks to two years, the agency needs emergency
placements — with families that can take children for just a few days. DHS also uses licensed families as “respite”
placement, to give long-term foster parents a break or provide housing for kids older than 18, but might need
somewhere to go temporarily, such as during a college break.

“We have a full menu of options,” Figueroa said.

If DHS determines that a child is in danger from abuse or neglect and must be taken from a family, the system looks
first to relatives or close friends, then foster placements. As of March, 6,034 kids in Philadelphia were living in foster
care, group homes, or with relatives or close friends (known as kinship care). That is 34 fewer than a year ago.

The application process for foster parents involves questions about the family background, employment, income,
medical history, education, and community involvement. All adults in the home get criminal and child-abuse
background checks.

For Rembert, the first few months caring for Alvin were tough. He drank out of the faucet, feared climbing into the
bathtub, and became frustrated easily.

“It was understandable,” Rembert said. “He hadn’t really communicated with anyone” in the first years of his life.

Article continues below advertisement
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She downloaded an American Sign Language app and started teaching him (and learning herself). She bought him
Capri Suns and tiny bottles of water shaped like basketballs, which she handed him when he headed to the faucet. She
experimented with colorful bath dyes to make tub-time more fun. When he got agitated, she’d settle him down by
putting on one of her favorite movies, The Little Rascals.

Rembert provided Alvin with what he needed outside of her home, too. When she believed that a hospital wasn’t
giving him proper care, she made sure he was transferred to another institution, where he was fitted for a cochlear
implant.

“They come in with absolutely nothing but the clothes on their back, no books, no school books,” Rembert said.
“Whatever resources you need, you have to fight for. But if your life is stable, and you make the decision to do this,
it’s the most rewarding experience in the world.”

The city pays $20 to $36 a day depending on the age of the child. “Some people live off of the stipend,” Rembert said.
“That’s going to be a frustrating situation for the parent and the children.”

In the three years she fostered Alvin, Rembert also fostered a boy his age for a few months and later, four sisters.
Siblings can be hard to place for space reasons, as can older children because most families request younger kids.
There’s also a great need for people who will welcome LGBT children and mothers with babies.

Sheina Martinez, 32, works as a foster parent recruiter for Bethany Christian Services. She saw firsthand how badly
the system needed caring homes.

Article continues below advertisement
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“We’ll get 200 requests a month from DHS and we’ll be able to place maybe 10 of them,” she said. “The need over-
exceeds what we have the ability to place. … We’re sending infants sometimes to infant shelters.” (DHS works
with several providers in addition to Bethany to place children).

 JAMES BLOCKER/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Frequent foster parents Sheina Martinez, a social worker, and Andy Martinez, a firefighter, gather in front of a wall of photographs
with their two children, Jada, 13, and Andre, 10. As of now, they are not looking after any children, but Sheina says she could get
the call at any moment.

Martinez and her husband Andy, along with their two children, now 13 and 10, added their home to the list of
certified foster family options four years ago. They have cared for eight children. All have since been reunited with
their families or relatives.

“A lot of people foster in hopes they will adopt,” Martinez said. “They fall in love, naturally, of course. But I always
tell people … this child has been with their family 10 years so multiply that love you feel tenfold. If my kids were to
go into foster care, I would really appreciate their resource parents supporting me, cheering me on.”
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Rembert didn’t have adoption in mind when she started caring for Alvin, but when it became clear his family could
not provide a safe, long-term home for him, she jumped at the chance to be his mom. They had spent close to three
years together at that point. He was a happy little boy who loved basketball, baseball, swimming, and chicken wings.
He was doing well in pre-K and hearing well enough to almost speak in full sentences.

Article continues below advertisement

In January, shortly after his fifth birthday, Alvin became Rembert’s son in a family court hearing. He wore a blue
Sixers jersey and a gold plastic crown. She wore mini pom-poms in her hair and carried a pendant that read “Go
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

SHARONELL FULTON, CECELIA 
PAUL, TONI LYNN SIMMS-BUSCH, 
and CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, 
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN 
SERVICES FOR THE CITY OF 
PHILADELPHIA, and 
PHILADELPHIA COMMISSION ON 
HUMAN RELATIONS, 

Defendants. 

Civil Action No. 18-cv-2075 

Assigned to the Honorable  
Judge Tucker 

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF JAMES AMATO 

1. My name is James Amato. I am over the age of 21 and am capable of

making this declaration pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746. I have not been convicted of a 

felony or been convicted of a crime of dishonesty. I have personal knowledge of all the 

contents of this declaration. 

2. The City asked to hold a meeting with Catholic Social Services

(“Catholic”) representatives regarding potential contract options on June 28, 2018. 

Catholic remains committed to providing foster care services if possible, and I 

communicated Catholic’s desire to continue doing so in this meeting.  

3. The City indicated a willingness to pay per diem amounts for foster

children currently cared for by Catholic’s families.  But the City remains unwilling to 
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resume normal operations with Catholic, meaning it will not agree to reopen intake 

to send foster children to Catholic to place with its growing number of empty foster 

homes. 

4. Without intake resuming, any interim approach will require Catholic to

begin laying off staff next month and to close its foster care program altogether within 

a matter of months. This will result in the displacement of foster children who need 

to remain in foster care and who are cared for by families who cannot continue as 

foster parents without the support that Catholic offers. 

5. Catholic also explored whether there is any option available for

compliance that would enable Catholic to receive the full foster care contract it has 

received in the past. The City made clear that for Catholic to receive a full 

contract, Catholic must agree not only to be willing to perform home studies for 

anyone who requests a home study, but also to ensure that the outcome of a home 

study would be an endorsement and certification of the relationship of a same-sex 

couple. The City made clear that Catholic’s religious beliefs would not be an 

acceptable basis for Catholic’s unwillingness to provide a written certification 

regarding a couple’s relationship and to approve that couple for foster care.  
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From: Jonathan Janiszewski [mailto:Jonathan.Janiszewski@Phila.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 12:13 PM 
To: Lori Windham <lwindham@becketlaw.org> 
Subject: Catholic Social Services ‐ DHS Continuing Contract Relations 
 
Dear Ms. Windham: 
 
I am the attorney currently serving as head of the City of Philadelphia Law Department’s Finance and Contracts 
Division.  I represent the City of Philadelphia and, in this instance, its Department of Human Services (“DHS”), in business 
dealings.  I understand from my colleague, Benjamin Field, that you have requested any communications from DHS and 
related to Catholic Social Services (“CSS”) flow through you.  Consequently, I have copied a message for your client, Mr. 
Amato, below.  Please forward it to him for his urgent review.  The message pertains to the maintenance of on‐going 
services for children in the custody of DHS and in the care of CSS. 
 
I look forward to working with you and appreciate your assistance. 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐Begin Forwarded Message‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 
Dear Mr. Amato: 
 
Throughout our respective histories, Catholic Social Services (“CSS”) and the City of Philadelphia Department of Human 
Services (“DHS”) have always agreed on one thing: we are here to nurture, guide, and protect the children and families 
we serve.  Although recent circumstances have highlighted differences in our respective philosophies regarding 
certification of same‐sex foster and adoptive parents, and while DHS makes no concession regarding its position in that 
matter, I write to you in our mutual spirit of service to propose interim measures that will enable CSS and DHS to ensure 
that no child or family suffers while we resolve our differences. 
 
The City’s fiscal year 2018 closes on June 30, 2018 and the current contract between CSS and DHS then comes to its 
natural end.  However, when the current contract ends, CSS will still have in its care children placed in the custody of 
DHS.  In order to minimize disruption for those children and families, DHS is prepared to offer CSS a new one‐year 
contract to continue its work on behalf of these children and families.  The new contract would: 1) acknowledge our 
current dispute; 2) enable DHS to continue payment of CSS for the administration and maintenance of existing foster 
homes where children in DHS’s care reside; 3) allow for referrals of new child foster care placements in limited 
circumstances where a CSS placement is in the best interests of the child, such as when a child shares a prior 
relationship with the foster or pre‐adoptive parents, or when siblings should be placed together; and 4) provide time for 
the orderly transition of services, should that become necessary. 
 
Please know that DHS values its historic relationship with CSS, and if CSS is able to find a way to approve same‐sex foster 
and adoptive parents, consistent with current law and city policy, DHS would offer CSS a new contract that allows CSS to 
continue to select and recruit new foster parents, and to continue to receive new referrals.  However, if CSS is unable to 
do so, DHS still intends to send you an official award letter to prepare for a new contract under the terms described 
above.  You should anticipate receiving DHS’s official award letter later this week.  Please contact me if you wish to 
discuss the matter. 
 
Thank you for your commitment to service, and your understanding. 
 
Sincerely,   

Jon 
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Jonathan R. Janiszewski, Esq. 
Divisional Deputy City Solicitor 
Finance & Contracts Division 
Commercial Law Unit 
City of Philadelphia Law Department 
One Parkway Building 
1515 Arch Street, 17th Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
 
Phone:  (215) 683‐5035 
Fax:       (215) 683‐5069 
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